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STATE HAS BIG
CASH BALANCE

uated in the town of West Gardiner
and the town of Litchfield and the
city of Gardiner, in the county of
Kennebec, and in the town of Rich
mond, in the county of Sagadahoc;
or in Mud pond, so-called, situated
in said town of Litchfield and in
said town of Richmond; or in Horse
shoe pond, so-called, or in Ox Bow
pond, so-called, situated in said town
of West Gardiner.
During the same period it shall
also be unlawful for any person to
have in possession any kind of fish
taken on or through the ice in either
of the above named ponds.
Cobbossee stream itself is closed
to ice fishing by law of the last
Legislature, as the commissioners
construe the law.
Many
people
consider the Oxbow stream a part of
Cobbossee stream and it is so con
sidered by the board, but in order
that there may be no misunderstand
ing it has been included in the reg
ulations.
The hearing on the petition to
close these waters was held at the
State House, Tuesday and no op
position was made.

CAMPS BROKEN
INTO AT WELD

Of course if Mr. Wilson is selected
as Auburn’s postmaster he will be
obliged to resign his position
as
chairman of the commission on in- j
land fisheries and game,
Candidates for Mr. Wilson’s office
A young man by the name of
Harold Grant, and who has been are Harry B. Austin of Phillips, a
stopping at Eben Hamden’s has been member of the past two Legislatures
arrested for breaking into the camps and chairman of the executive com
around Weld Pond.
He entered mittee of the Maine Sportsmen’s Fish
two of Dummer’s camps, one of Kit- and Game Association, George E.
tredge’s and the Sills cottage.
He Cushman of Portland, for many years
took many articles from them all, a warden, and C. Fred Maines of
hiding some in the woods and bring-1 Lewiston.—Kennebec Journal,
ing some home with him.
We think this about the only
ARRANGEMENTS COMPLETE
record of camp breaking
around
______ _
Weld.
It has been the remark
of p or
Com plim entary
Banquet
At
some owning camps there that they;
Falmouth Hotel, Jan. 23.
would be willing to
leave
their
camps unlocked as far as fearing
All arrangements are now complet
things would be stolen from them .
ed for the complimentary banquet to

PRICE 4 CENTS

SUIT AGAINST
O’ CONNELL

Sheriff J. Fred O’ Connell, appointed
sheriff of Penobscot county last year,
has been getting into a little trouble,
arising from proceedings in a liquor
case last summer.
The plaintiffs, Reuben A. and Bertie
Faloon of Howland, allege false im
prisonment and damages are asked in
each suit to the amount of $2,000.
Many in Phillips will remember Mr.
CLOSED TO IC E F IS H IN G
O’Connell, as he was a resident here
and at Redington some years ago.
■Rules Apply to Ponds in Litchfield ,
As we have heard from Mr. O'Con
G ard iner and Richmond.
nell from time to time and of his work
in the last legislature, when he served
Acting upon the petition received
a3 represeneative we do not think he is
a few days ago, the State Commis
a man to be frightened very easily and
sion of Inland Fisheries and Game
be tendered Gen. Elliott C. Dill, will think and act according to his own
met Friday morning and passed the
W A L T E R N E A L I S N O T A C A N D I - who retired from the position of ad convictions.
following rules and regulations:
D A T E FOR H E A D OF FISH
jutant general of the N. G. S. M., at
For a period of eighteen
months
A N D GAME COM.
the Falmouth Hotel Jan. 23d by the L O N G L I S T O F P R O S E C U T I O N S
from Jan. 16, 1914, it shall be unlaw
active and retired officers of the
REPORTED.
ful to fish for, take, catch or kill
“ No, I am not a candidate for the National Guard of the State.
any kind of fish on or through the
The various committees are as
position of chairman of the Commis
ice in Pleasant pond, so-called, sit
A number of prosecutions have
sion on Inland Fisheries and Game in follows:
Executive Committee—Col. J a m e s |recently been reported to the ofi the sense of being a candidate,’’ stat
Major fice of Inland Fish and Game Comed Hon. Walter I. Neal of Waldo, L. Moriarty of Lewiston,
T h ey c a n ’ ( fly lone of the commissioners, Monday. George McL. Presson of Farmington, \ mission, giving evidence that wardtoo f a s t fo r the
“ But I will say that if Governor Second Infantry; Capt William P. ens all over the state are still keepR em in g to n C u bi
Haines sees fit to offer me the po- Norton of Portland, Coast Artillery ing sharp lookout for trespassers of
sition I will certainly accept it.
I Corps; Capt. James L. Bagley
of: the game laws.
do not believe In circulating a pe- Augusta, Second Infantry;
Lieut.
Deputy Warden J. F. Wiley of
Lincolnville reports the prosecution
of Harold Murphy for fishing witli
more than five set lines through the
ice.
He was tried before
Trial
Justice C. K. Miller on Dec.
30,
found guilty and was ordered
to
pay a fine of $10 and costs. Warden
i
fyS?-* MX*'*'
Wiley also reported the prosecution
of Louie Aron on the same charge.
The fine was the same as in the
former case.
F. J. Durgin, chief game warden of
Somerset county, reports the pay
ment of a fine of $125 by Joseph
Steel Lined Speed Shells for Fast Birds
Fountain of Canada for taking
a
D I R D S have a right, of course, to flush up wherebeaver in close season in 1911.
ever they please and fly off at any unexpected
Game Warden David Brown
of
an gle! W h a t you want is the nearest thing to pointGreenville reports the payment of
blank aim — the shortest possible lead.
a
fine
of
$40
by
Charles
Shoot the speed shells—Remington-UMC Steel Lined Arrow
Carey of Westfield for the
illegal
and Nitro Club. They get your load to the bird quicker than
transportation of deer.
any other shell known to the shooting fraternity. Their steel
lining grips the powder, giving your ehot charge the full
Warden Belonie Michaud of Fort
The above photograph was taken the morning after the fire in
benefit o f the explosive force.
Kent reports the prosecution before
Phillips last week.
Mrs. J. C. Tirrtll occupied the lower floor for
It’s a Remington-UMC idea—that steel lining—so if you
Burrill of
want speed you must see that you get Remington-UMC
her millinery store and the selectmen used the upstairs for their of Trial Justice Stanley
A rrow or Nitro Club.
fice.
The photograph was taken by Artist A. S. Pratt and con Charles Gagnon for netting fish il
You w ill find a fu ll assortment in the store of the most alert dealer
legally.
His fine amounted to $14
tributed to Maine Woods by the courtesy of the jeweler, A. G. Cronkof this section. Identify them by the Red Ball mark on the box.
and costs.
.
liite.
Remington A rm s-U n io n Metallic Cartridge C o .
Warden John P. Flint of
Monson
299 Broadway
12
New York
reports the prosecution at the Pis
tition for an appointment of this Charles E. Fogg of Portland, Naval cataquis municipal court of Dan
kind as it might happen that in an Reserve.
Decker of Brownville on Dec., 30
official capacity the commissioner
Finance—Lieut. Col Blaine Owen for having a partridge in his pos
r
might be obliged to proceed against j Gf Augusta, Capt. James L. Bagley session in closed season.
He was
some of the signers to his petition 0f Augusta, Lieut. Edwin Butcher, ordered to pay $10 and costs.
Jand surely would be quite embarras- j u. S. A., Augusta.
Warden E. R. Lowell of Rangeley
sing.
Mountain View, Maine
Banquet—Lieut. Col. John J. Doo- reports the prosecution on Dec. 20
Mr. Neal, wlio ror over 15 years ley, Lieut. Com. Reuben K . Dyer, f before Trial Justice A. L. Oakes of
F or fu rth er p a r tic u la r s w r ite or a d d r e ss
was a game warden, part of the time; Lieut. Harvey P. Winslow, all of Charles Ethridge of Maicey
Jet.,
being located in Bangor, was ap- Portland.
L. E. BOW LEY,
for snaring rabbits.
He was con
pointed as a member of the comPrinting—Capt. Frank E. Drake j victed and fined $10 and costs Jan.
Maine.
Mountain View,
a
m
.
mission on inland fisheries and game and Capt. Daniel B. Belcher, both of 13.
shortly after Governor Haines w as; Farmington.
I _____________________________________
inducted to office, suceeding
Hon. Token— Major George McL. Pres-j
Blaine S. Viles of Augusta, who on son, Lieut. Col. James L. Palmer of
iIie National Guard Brig.
Gen.
G R A N T ’S C A M P S ,
K E N N E B A G O , M A I N E . f the same day was appointed to the Lewiston, Lieut. Col. Bial F. Brad-j Albert Greenlaw, adjutant general,
We do not approve of the hunters’ license this fall, but we do not 5 position of land agent and forest bury of Norway.
Augusta.
believe that it will keep everyone out of Maine. Our camps will be open
commissioner, which position makes
Reception—Col. Moriarty, Gov Wil-i ^ ur Guest Major .Geoige
McL.
him a member of the fish and game Ham T. Haines, Brig. Gen. Albert Presson of Farmington,
all the season. Trains every day.
commission ex-officio. Mr. Neal has Greenlaw, Col. Frank M. Hume of
Response by Brig. Gen. Elliott C.
received a large numTSer of letters Houlton, Col. William O. Peterson of Dill» retired
!» + o o o ooo
from prominent .Republican leaders Portland, Lieut. Com. Dyer, Lieut,
AND
GAME
COMM ISSION
The most wonderful hunting in Maine is on the
jin all sections of the state tender- Col. Frank B. W. Welch of Portland, F I S H
A SKED TO CLOSE COBBOS
|
ing
him
their
support
for
the
chairMajor
Walter
J.
Mayo
of
Foxcroft,
BLA.KESLEE PRESERVE OF 30,000 ACRES.
SEE STREAM.
! manship, and the Maine Game Ward- Major Myron E. Bennett of SanWe guarantee you a shot at a deer. Birds, are more numerous than
+ ever before. If you want real hunting, write
I ens’ Association at its meeting here ford, Major Gen. John T. Richards
JOE WHITE, Eustis, Maine, for booklet and particulars.
A hearing was given Tuesday
I this week started a movement to of Togus, Major Gen. Augustus
B.
Skinner, Maine after October 1.
the
endorse him for the place, but Mr. Farnliam of Bangor, Brig.
Gen. afternoon of last week before
Neal in the meeting requested that Charles E. Davis of Augusta, Major State Commission of Inland Fisher
the association do nothing of the Edward E. Philbrook of Portland ies and Game on the petition asking
that Cobbossee stream and
ponds
and Major Theodore Hawley.
kind.
Attendance at the banquet will be tributary thereto from the Outlet
The term of Hon. John S. P. H.
dam, so-called, to Gardiner be clos
Wilson of Auburn, the present chair limited to active and retired mem
ed for fishing.
At the hearing an
Do you know that the R A N G E L E Y L A K E S A N D DEAD
bers
of
the
National
Guard
and
Na
man of the commissfon, will expire
other petition, similar to the form
RIVER REGION situated on a high tableland in northern M AINE, in July, he having been appointed val Reserve of the State.
The toasts as planned for the even er one, was presented and this con
is an ideal country in the SUMMER SE ASO N , being about 2,000 by Governor Plaisted in 1911 after
tained the signatures of
some
60
ing
will be as follows:
feet above the sea level with magnificent mountain scenery, the death of Hon. James W. Brack
people, most of whom own cottages
The
State
of
Maine—Gov.
William
It is reported that
spring water, pure air, and the best o f accommodations, from a ett of Phillips.
on the shores of these waters. This
Mr. Wilson may be appointed post- T - Haines,
petition was sent by N. C. Barstow,
palatial, fashionable hotel to the modest but clean and comfortable
The
Regular
Army—Col.
G.
T.
master at Auburn, the term of the
president of the Southern Kennebec
log cabin.
present incumbent expiring in April. Bartlett, Fort Williams.
No
Tlie Second Infantry—Col. Frank Fish and Game Association.
opposition appeared and the liearM. Hume of Houlton.
publishes a booklet descriptive of this territory, which contains a
Tlie Coast Artillery Corps—Col. ing was speedily adjourned.
The
neat little map of this whole region. It is yours for the asking.
petitions state that if these waters
William O. Peterson of Portland.
The Naval Reserve—Lieut. Com remain open the supply of bass and.
Address
and moths wanted for colleges Highest prices paid. Outdoor
summer work. Get complete book of instructions and details.
Send 2c stamp. JAMES SINCLAIR, Entomologist, Dept. 9, mander Reuben K. Dyer of Portland. pickerel will soon be disseminated.
Los Angeles Cal.
State Treasurer Joseph W. Simpson
announced that the cash balance of the
state of Maine at the close of the year
.amounted to $649,303.96 and of this sum
the sum of $645,824.15 is deposited in
the banks, while the remainder is in the
treasury vault. All the warrants which
have been drawn by the Governor and
council have been paid in full.

>teer%ine<

NITRO CLUB
SHOT SHELLS

M ountain V ie w H ouse

W here A re You Planning to Spend
Your Vacation the Goming Season?

The SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD

BUTTERFLIES

F. N. B E A L , G. P. K . ,

Phillips, Maine.
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-------been taken at this hatchery
this
China,
21, Sandy Stream
5,000
Pond, Freedom, 3,000 fall.
12, Collyer Lake,
tPump’
No
land-locked
salmon
eggs
Gray,
21, Randall Pond,
2,00ft
A ction
___ ___ _
Brooks,
2,000 have been taken at this hatchery
13, Forest Lake,
Without
22, Douglass Pond,
Gray,
this fall.
2,50ft
change of
South
OrringReport
of
the
Monmouth
Hatchery
15,
Webber
Pond,
C al
mechanism it
for the Year 1913.
ton,
4,000
Vassalhoro,
10,00ft
Y o u can buy n o better gun
handles .2 2 short,
W. A. Whiting, Supt.
Nov.
1, Long Pond, South23, Lake George,
for target work and all
long or long-rifle cartridges
No land-locked salmon eggs were
Canaan,
4,000
west Harbor,
1,00ft
taken at this hatchery in the fall
24, Mayfield Pond,
18, Cathance Lake,
perfectly.
T h e deep Ballard
small game up to
Mayfield,
3,500 of 1912, and no eggs were sent
Cooper,
3,00ft
rifling develops maximum power and
2 0 0 yards.
here from other hatcheries.
18, Pond Cove,
24,
Lily
Pond,
accuracy and adds years to the life of rifles.
N o. 20 rifle with
SQUARE-TAILED TROUT
T he solid top is protection from defective cartridges— prevents powder and
Concord,
2,500
• Roque Bluffs,
5,00ft
plain finiah, 15 or
gases from being blown back. T h e side ejection never lets ejected shells
25 allots. $11.50.
21,000
square-tailed trout
eggs
25,
Great
Embden
22, Cobbosseecontee
spoil your bead and allows quick,accuraterepeatshots. W ith simple take
N o. 2 9 rifle,
down construction, removable action parts,—least parts of any .22— it is the
Pond, Embden,
5,000 were taken at this hatchery fall of
Lake, Man$9.25.
quickest and easiest to clean. Just the gun you want! A sk any gun dealer.
1912 .
Chester,
29, Cathance Lake,
2,00ft
Tbe 128page 772ar/£n catalog
<77 777
/.
«
will help yondecide whatrifle
Yne Yuarii/i Y irea r/n s La
Dec. 31, received from Berkeley
Dec,
6, Woodbury Pond
Cooper and T .
best suits your individual denies.
00
„
Send 3 stamps for it today.
W illow Street New Haven, Conn.
Hills Trout Farm, Massa14, Wash. Co.,
10,000
and Cunningham
chusetts, eggs that the
Pond, Litchfield, 10,00ft
30, Alligator Lake,
state purchased,
100,000
In hatchery to be
Great Pond,
5,000
Jan. 24, 1913, received from
wintered,
81.
35,50ft
31, Baydens Lake,
Rowe’s Trout Farm, West
DEALERS IN DEER SKINS
Perry,
3,000
No square-tailed trout were wintBuxton, eggs that the
ered at this hatchery in 1912 and
Nov.
5, Swan Lake,
state purchased,
300,000 1913.
Swanville,
5,000
Loss from time of taking,
No square-tailed trout eggs hav&
6, Great Moose Lake,
and time the eggs were
been taken at this hatchery
Hartland,
10,000
thia
received at this hatchery,
fall.
10, Long Pond,
to time of hatching,
80,000
TOGUE
Belgrade,
5,000
Number hatched,
341,000 Dec. 23, 1912, received from
age price of deer heads $1.18.
Number of land-locked salmon
Loss from time of hatching
to be wintered at this
MARKETMEN
Enfield Hatchery,
25,00ft
to time of planting,
66,000 Loss from time of receipt of
hatchery,
30,000
239,500
8,000 land-locked
salmon
were Number planted,
eggs to time of hatching,
1,200
These fish were liberated in the Loss from time of hatching
Below will be found the second install bought by virtue of their licenses, wintered at this hatchery in 1912 and
following waters:
ment of the complete report of Fish 377 deer for sale at retail to 1
1913.
to time of planting,
80ft
May
19, Maranacook Lake,
and Game Department for the year. local customers.
Loss through summer and
Number planted,
23,000
Winthrop,
10,000
We shall publish the same from week
winter,
1,500
TAXIDERMISTS
These fish were liberated in th&
to week as we have time and space, as
19, Berry Pond,
These fish were liberated in the
following waters:
Winthrop,
5,000 May
we are sure our readers will be inter
following waters:
19, Parker's Pond,
ested in having a complete report of mounted the following specimens: Nov .
19, Narrows Pond,
13, Randall Pond,
Mt. Vernon,
5,00ft
what the department and the state are Deer, 9; deerheads, 989; moose, 11;
Winthrop,
5,000
Brooks,
150
20, Varnum Pond,
doing to further the interests and pleas
22, Round Pond,
12, Snow Pond, BelWilton,
5,00ft
ure of the sportsmen, as well as for the
Greenwood,
5,000
grade Chain,
2,500
22, Pennesseewassee
interests of our State.
28, Meadow Brook,
12, Great Pond, BelLake, Norway,
4,50ft
Windsor,
10,000
grade Chain,
2,500
11; gray squirrels, 48; raccoon, 24;
22, South Pond,
REPORTS OF LICENSES.
29, China Lake,
12, Salmon Lake, BelGreenwood,
4,50ft
GUIDES.
China,
10,000
grade Chain,
1,350
24, Thompson Pond,
Reports received from 1620 guides feet, 3 sets; moose feet, 2 sets;
June
10, Auburn Hatchery,
SQUARE-TAILED TROUT
Poland,
4,00ft
show that they guided 67,105 days,
E. Auburn,
25,000
No square-tailed trout eggs were
bob-cats, 2; beaver, 1; hares, 3;
during this time guiding 7761 non
11, Berry Pond,
red squirrels, 8; weasel, 20; mink, taken at this hatchery fall of 1912.
Report of the Caribou H atch ery for
residents and 4285 residents, 2412
Winthrop,
5,000
All trout eggs hatched at
this
12; woodchuck, 1; rabbits, 4; white
the Y ea r 1913.
of these being hunters.
12, Cold Stream Brook,
hedgehog, 1; otter, 1; chipmunk, 1. hatchery were purchased of private
They report that the parties they DEALERS IN THE SKINS OF THE hatcheries as follows:
L. M. Alley, Supt.
Monmouth,
15,000
have guided killed 2391 deer,
46
20, Cunningham Brook,
190,000 land-locked salmon
eggs
Rowe’s Trout Farm, West
FUR-BEARING ANIMALS
moose and 21 bear.
Litchfield,
15,000 were taken at this hatchery in 1912.
Buxton, Me.,
250,000
Reports received from 132 of the
Loss from time of taking to
Sept.
30, Berry Pond,
213 report moose more plentiful dealers in the skins of the fur Berkley Hill Trout Farm,
time of
hatching,
•
14,00ft
Winthrop,
2,000
54,000
Massachusetts,
than last year; 466 report moose less bearing animals show that they pur
30, Cochnewaugan
Numberhatched,
176,00ft
plentiful than last year; 334 report chased the following skins by virtue Spring Brook Hatchery,
Lake, Monmouth, 5,000 Loss froni time of hatching
21,000
Augusta, Me.,
deer more plentiful than last year; of their licenses:
Oct.
to time of planting,
16,00ft
1, Narrows Pond,
440 report deer less plentiful than
Bear skins, 50; lynx skins,
5; Loss from time these eggs
112,40ft
W’inthrop,
5,000 Numberplanted,
last year; 68 report partridge more bob-cat skins, 53; fox skins, 1552;
were received at Belgrade
These fish were liberated in the8,405
2, Cobbosseecontee
plentiful than last year; 187 report mink skins, 1199; marten
to time of hatching,
skins,
following waters:
Lake, Kenne
partridge less plentiful than last 68; sable skins, 3; weasel
316,595
skins, Number hatched,
bec Co.,
10,000 |Sept.
year; they report 10 moose killed 939; ermine skins, 150;
muskrat Loss from time of hatching
22, Squa Pan Lake,
3, Annabessacook
293 deer killed when with
other skins, 10,949; otter skins, 30; rac
11,595
to time of planting,
T. 11, R. 4,
2,50ft
Lake, Winthrop, 5,000
guides; they report 1 hear killed coon skins, 1107; skunk skins, 4181; Number planted,
305,000
24, Drews’ Lake,
4, Maranacook
when with other guides; they report house-cat skins, 66.
These fish were liberated in the
.
New Limerick,
2,50ft
Lake, Winthrop, 5,000
65 moose killed by persons employ
following waters:
26, B. Lake, Ludlow,
2,50ft
7, Duck Pond Brook,
ing no guide; they report 1744 deer Report of the Belgrade H atchery for May
14, Ellen Brook,
27, Hunter Lake,
the Year 1913.
killed by persons employing no guide
Westbrook,
1,000
Belfast,
20,000
Llnneus,
2,50ft
296 report that they did not guide
7, Wescott Brook,
14, Mountain Pond
29, Nickerson Lake,
Grant Hinds, Supt.
this season.
Gorham,
1,000
Brook, Brooks,
5,000
New Limerick,
2,50ft
25,000 land-locked salmon egg^ were
7, Bully Brook,
CAMP PROPRIETORS
14, Dead Brook,
30, Pleasant Pond,
taken at this hatchery in 1912.
Reports received from 79
camp
Gorham,
1,000
Waldo,
15,000
Island Falls,
5,00ft
proprietors show that they enter Received from Rangeley Lakes
10, Mill Stream,
14, Johns Brook,
Oct.
1, South Branch
Hatchery,
60,000
tained 4187 resident guests and 4805
Belfast,
2,500j
Waldo,
10,000
Stream, Blaine,
5,00ft
non-resident guests, 1071 of these Received from the U. S. Hatch
10, Passagassawaukeag
15, Johnsons Brook,
2, Davis Pond,
100,000
being hunters.
Number of deer1ery, Green Lake,
Lake, Brooks,
1,500
Burnham,
10,000
Patten,
5,00ft
consumed in these camps, 10. Num-i Loss from time of taking
11, Meadow Stream,
15, Stiles Brook,
2, Shin Pond,
and time the eggs from
her of deer bought for consumption
Skowhegan,
1,000
Brooks,
5,000
Patten,
2,50ft
the Rangeley Lakes and
at these camps, 49.
14, St. George Lake,
15, Marsh River Stream,
4, Ross Lake,
U. S. Hatcheries were
HUNTERS AND TRAPPERS
Liberty,
5,000
Brooks,
10,000 9
Ludlow,
5,00ft
received at Belgrade to
Reports received from 350 of the
15, Shaw Brook,
15, Sandy Stream,
7, Cary Pond,
3,931
time of hatching,
licensed hunters and trappers show
Unity,
20,000
Belfast,
1,500
Littleton,
5,00ft
181,069
that the following fur-bearing ani-, Number hatched,
15, Ellis Stream,
16, Smalls Pond,
9, Spaulding Lake,
mals were taken by virtue of their Loss from time of hatching
Brooks,
1,500
Newburg,
5,000
Oakfield,
6,00ft
20,569
licenses.
to time of planting,
15, Ellis Stream,
16, South Branch
10, County Road
130,500
Bears, 166; fox, 844; mink, 1406; Number planted,
Brooks,
1,500
Stream, New
Lake, New
skunk, 431; otter, 72; sable,
79;
These fish were liberated in the
17, Lake George,
burg,
5,000
Limerick,
5,00ft
weasel, 2840; fisher, marten or black- following waters:
f
Madison,
‘ 3,500
16, Douglass Pond,
10, Cochran Lake,
cat, 271; raccoon, 171; lynx, 18; Sept.
25, Patties Pond,
20, Little Birch Stream
Palmyra,
10,000
Ludlow,
5,00ft
3,000
Winslow,
muskrat, 3201; bob-cat, 67; ermine,
16, Lake Sebasticook,
and Sunkhaze
11, Little Machias
30, Lake Sebasticook,
Stream, Milford
Newport,
5,000
Lake, Ashland,
1,40ft
5,000
Newport
and Bradley,
2,500
22, Larrabee Stream,
16, Cross Lake, Ts .
Oct.
1, Pierce Pond,
21, Branch Pond Out
Monroe,
8,000
16 & 17, R. 5.
10,00ft
Pierce Pond T., 5,000
22, Ship Brook ,
let, Ellsworth,
1,500
17, Square Lake, Ts .
2, Big Indian Pond,
21, Molasses Pond,
Monroe,
8,000
15 & 16, R. 5,
10,00ft
3,500
St. Albans,
22, Warren Brook,
Eastbrook,
2,500
18, Hodgdon Mill Pond,
3, Great Embden Pond,
23, Block Pond,
Monroe,
8,000
Hodgdon,
5,00ft
Embden,
5,000
22, Fairbank Stream,
Searsport,
1,500
20, St. Proid Lake,
6, Kingsbury Pond,
23, Swan Lake,
Monroe,
8,000
•
Winterville,
5,00ft
Kingsbury,
5,000
22, Tasker Stream,
Searsport,
1,500
22, Long Lake, Ts.
11, McGraw Pond, Bel
24, Rocky Lake,
Monroe,
8,000
(Continued on Page Three.)
grade Chain,
3,000
24, Salmon Lake,
Whiting,
1,500
11, Salmon Lake, Bel
24, Bog Lake,
Belgrade Chain,
20,000
Maine W oods conducts a firstgrade Chain,
4,000
25, McGraw Lake,
Northfield,
2,000
11, Oaks Pond,
24, Second Great Lake,
Belgrade Chain, 10,000
class Job Department. It is well
Skowhegan,
1,000
25, Long Lake,
Marshfield,
2,000
(i. W . P I I K K L,
14, Schoodic Pond, T.
equipped with modern type and
25, Ellis Stream,
Belgrade Chain, 20,000
TAXIDERMIST
18, Wash. Co.,
2,500
25, Snow Pond,
Belfast,
^5,000 Dealer in Sporting
Goods, Fishing Tack
machinery, and is in charge of
14, Cold Brook Lake,
Indian
Moccasins,
Baskets and Souvenirs.
Belgrade Chain, 20,000
28, South Beaver Dam
RAN G E LE Y.
.
MA1>
Charlotte,
2,500
25, Great Pond,
Lake, Machias,
2,000 j
experienced men.
15, Harwood Lake,
Belgrade Chain, 30,000
28, Boydon Brook,
No matter what you need in
“ Moiiinonih Moccasins”
Alexander,
5,000 June
12, Varnum Pond,
Robbinston,
3,000
They are made for
16,
Schoodic
Pond,
30, Three Cornered
Temple,
10,000
the way of Job Printing, you
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
Cherryfield,
3,000
14, Kennebunk Pond,
Pond, Augusta,
2,000
Known the world over for excel
send it to
16, Mopang Pond,
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.
1, Great Lake, So.
Lyman,
15,000 Nov.
Cherryfield,
2,000
19, Riley Stream,
M . 1 L E T C H E L I , C O .,
West Harbor,
1,000
16, Bog Lake,
Monmouth,
.
.
.
Main#
Monroe,
5,000
1, Long Pond, So.
Northfield,
5,000
19, Ellen Stream,
West Harbor,
1,000
16, Green Lake,
Waldo,
5,000
1, Echo Pend, So.
FREE INFORMATION ON HOW TO
Dedham and
24, St Georges Lake,
West Harbor,
2,500 DO TANNING —Send for our illus
Ellsworth,
2,000
Liberty,
10,000
3, Pleasant Pond,
trated circulars; on taxidermist work*
16, Spring River Lake,
No square-tailed trout were wint
Caratunk,
7,500 custom tannirg and manufacturing of
T. 10, Han. Co., 2,000 ered at this hatchery in1912 and
5, Eagle Lake, Mt.
ladies’ furs, »''bes, coats, rugs, gloves
16, Great Pond,
1913.
Desert Island,
2,000 and mittens rc m tl< trapper to wear
Belgrade,
10,000.
No square-tailed trout eggs have Nov.
8, China Lake,
er. W. W. Weaver, Reading, Mich.
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27. Jones Pond,
Mars Hill,
5.000
27, Robinson Pond,
Blaine,
5.000
27, Caribou Stream,
Caribou,
5.000
29, Otter Brook,
Caribou,
5.000
29, Portage Lake,
Portage,
10,000
31, Dead Stream,
Bridgevfater,
5.000
31. Davis Pond,
Patten,
5.000
31. Marble Pond,
Patten,
5.000
June
Caribou Stream,
Caribou,
5.000
Caribou Lake,
Washburn,
5.000
Otter Brook,
Caribou,
5.000
9, Big Machias Lake,
Near Ashland,
10,000
July
16, Blackwater Brook,
Masardis,
10,000
3.000 square-tailed trout to be
wintered at this hatchery.
255.000 land-locked salmon
eggs
have been taken at this hatchery
this fall.

mer lake, following down the Sim-Lahe
kin valley, to within two miles of
Okanogan lake, embracing 45,000
acres, and connecting'with the federal
preserve surrounding the latter body of
water, which they purpose stocking
with imported game birds, according to
George J. Hurley of Loomis, one of the
commissioners, who was in Spokane
this week.
“ The school children in Okanogan
county are being organized into bird
protective associations, and we antici
pate they will be valuable assistants in
protecting the newcomers,” states Mr.
Hurley. “ The commissioners will pro
vide them with literature, descriptive
of bird life, and we feel that our efforts
will accomplish a two-fold purpose, ser
ving to educate the children in the
ways o f the woods and field creatures,
as well as enforcing the game laws.
“ All game in our preserve, both
furred and feathered, is protected for
five years, and at the end o f the period
we can renew the protective term, but
that in the government preserve is pro
tected indefinitely. We will permit
fishing, however, under certain condi
tions. In the last two years we have
liberated 61,000 Mackinaw, rainbow
and brook trout fry in the desirable
angling streams.”

IT,

i it

TART on your fall hunt supplied with Peters Shells— the
ammunition that you can always depend on for shooting
quality and results.

S

17, R. 3 & 4,
10,000
24, Eagle Lake,
Eagle Lake,
10,000
It is not necessary to use high-priced ammunition to win success
at the traps or in the field.
24, Caribou Lake,
Washburn,
5,000
47,600 land-locked salmon are to
be wintered at this hatchery.
37,000 land-locked salmon
were
wintered at this hatchery 1912— 1913.
Loss through winter and
summer,
400
“ STEEL WHERE STEEL BELONGS”
These fish were liberated in the
following waters:
/
Sept.
22, Squa Pan Lake,
give
real
and
complete
satisfaction,
but their cost is within the reach of
T. 11, R. 4,
2,500
all.
Barton
Lewis
won
the
U.
S.
Amateur
Championship at Dayton, O.,
23, Bryant’s Pond,
June 17, 1913, scoring 195 out of 200 with Peters “ Target” —medium
Ft. Fairfield,
3,000
priced shell for Bulk Smokeless. Chas. A. Young won the Professional
24, Drews’ Lake, New
Championship of the United States, scoring 197 out of 200 with Peters
Limerick,
2,500
“ High Gun” —medium priced Shell for Dense Smokeless.
25, Madawaska Lake,
New Sweden,
10,000
Say PETERS when buying ammunition for your next tournament or hunt.
26, B. Lake, Ludlow,
2,500
Sportsmen’s Handy Book, with 1913 Game Laws. FREE for the asking.
27, Hunter Lake,
Linneus,
2,500
29, Nickerson Lake,
New Limerick,
2,500
Branches:
NEW YORK
NEW ORLEANS
SAN FRANCISCO
30, Pleasant Pond,
Island Falls,
2,500
Report of th e Oquossoc Hatchery
Oct .
3, Debsconeag Lake,
fo r the Y e a r 1913.
Norcross,
5,000
GENUINE PALM ER
Golden and silver pheasants and Hun
11, Little Machias Lake,
garian partridges will be propagated on
W aterproof, Oil Tan Moccasins
Harland K. Curtis, Supt.
Ashland,
3,600!
the Spokane county game farm, which
Tanned
and manufactured by the
415,000
land-locked
salmon
eggs
SQUARE-TAILED TROUT
is the only one in this state. Sixty
original JOHN PALM ER who
No square-tailed trout eggs were were taken at this hatchery in 1912. buff bantams, said to be ideal mothers,
taken at this hatchery in the fall Shipped to North Belgrade
for over thirty years has made
have been secured to hatch the game
Hatchery,
60,000 bird’s eggs. A shipment o f 1,000 Hun
of 1912.
the best moccasins in North
Shipped to Moosehead
.Received from Red Spot Trout
garian partridges^are expected to ar
America.
Hatchery,
200,000 rive from Philadelphia this month, and
Farm, West Buxton, eggs
In complete assortment for immediat
Shipped
to
Auburn
that the state purchased, 200,000
delivery.
the county game commission expects to
Hatchery,
30.000 place another large order for early
Loss from time of taking to
time of hatching,
6,000 Loss from time of taking to
summer delivery. A. J. Buzard of
T R AD E
M ARK
time of hatching,
10.000 Spokane has been appointed to the va
Number hatched,
194,000
Number hatched,
115,000 cancy on the commission caused by the
Loss from time of hatching
Catalogue on request
to time of planting,
21,000 Loss from time of hatching
resignation of Fred K. McBroom.
SOLE AGEN T FOR U.S.A.
to time of planting,
6,000
Number planted,
170,000
105,000
These fish were liberated in the Number planted,
At least two persons whose veracity
These fish were liberated in the goes unquestioned among their fellows
following waters:
following waters:
BOSTON, M ASS.
Nay
19, Squa Pan Lake,
have brought to Spokane a story of a
S T Y L E 40 1-2
Hatchery Brook,
T. 11, R. 4,
10,000 IIJuly
pet blacktail deer which is a fiend for
Rangeley,
20,000 chewing tobacco. The deer is a nine20, Hunter Lake,
which she kills her game after it has in a sense it is. The boundaries are
7, Quimby Brook,
Linneus,
5,0001
months-old buck animal which domici
“ I am not a very good known but the character of much of the
Rangeley,
20,000 les near Coolin, Idaho, and his bio been trapped.
g
20, Umculous Stream,
marksman and sometimes I have to country included is still an untold story.
Mt.
View
Brook,
9,
Oxbow,
10,0001
graphers and sponsors are Leonard
Rangeley,
10,000 Paul, owner of a general merchandise shoot two or three times to kill them,” Maine is one of the most beautiful
;
21, Davis Pond,
says Miss Eaton. She intends to con states in the union, with a splendid citi
9, Rangeley Stream,
Patten,
5,000!
store at that town, and Charles Boon,
Rangeley,
10,000 a well-known Spokane hotel clerk. Mr. tinue her novel money-making venture zenship, and when she fills up, when
21, Shin Pond,
throughout the winter and looks for her vacant land is occupied and her dor
Whetstone
Brook,
9,
Patten,
5,000
Paul says the deer appears at his store
Rangeley,
5.000 every day in the year, except Sundays, better success during the cold weather, mant resources utilized, she will be one
22, Little Machias Lake,
as feed for the animals will be more of the greatest states, in more senses
Oct.
1
,
Varnum
Pond,
T. 12, R. 6,
10,000
and makes himself a general nuisance
than one.—Boston Transcript.
scarce.
Wilton.
2.000 until given a chew of tobacco.
23, Madawaska Lake,
“ The
i,
Tea
Pond,
Jim
New Sweden,
10,000
intelligent animal has come te realize
Pond Town,
2,500 that the store is closed on Sunday,”
24, Arnold Brook,
With their horns interlocked so that OFFICERS OF THE TIN WHISTLES
4, Chase Pond, T. 1,
ELECTED
said Mr. Paul in Spokane, “ and he iti has been impossible to extricate
Presque
Isle,
5,000
R. 5, Franklin
24, Pennington Brook,
fails to show up in town on that day. them, hunters at Priest Lake, in north
Co.,
1,5001 Though the deer chews like a veteran ern Idaho, last week found the bodies
Presque
Isle,
5,000
Pinehurst, N. C.,
4, Greenbush Pond,
24, Caribou Lake,
sailor, we have been unable thus far to of two big deer which had battled for
January 17, 1914.
Do.,
1,500 teach him to expectorate. It may be a supremacy in the forest. One of the
Washburn,
5,000
At the annual meeting of the Tin
16, Big Jim Pond,
24, No. Branch Stream,
serious blow to the foes of tobacco to bucks had already expired, but the Whistles the following officers were
Do.,
1,500 ! learn that swallowing a piece of cut other was still alive when found by the elected: President, I. S. Robeson; vice
Presque Isle,
24, Loon Lake,
24, Presque Isle Stream,
plug six days of the week seems to do hunters. One buck had 14 points on its presidents, John G. Nicholson, T. B.
Dallas,
5,000 |no harm to th j deer. The deer was antlers and the other ten. The hunt Boyd; secretary—treasurer, Phillip L.
Presque
Isle,
5,000
26. Cold Brook,
26, Monson Pond,
found when but a few hours old lying ers attempted to force the antlers Lightbourn; club captain, John; G.
Cupsuptic,
5,000! in the brush by the roadside near Priest apart but have been unsuccessful. The Nicholson; board of governors, C. L,
Ft. Fairfield,
5,000
Nov.
5, Mt. View Brook,
River, Idaho, by Hugo DeWitt, driver heads will be mounted in their deadly Becker, H. W. Ormsbee, H. C. Fow26, Bryants’Pond, '
Rangeley,
9,000 0f the Priest River—Coolin stage. De- embrace.
nes, J. M. Thompson, C. B. Hudson, J.
Ft. Fairfield,
5,000
5, Quimby Brook,
Witt took the animal home to his chil
P. Gardner.
Rangeley,
8,000 dren; who raised it on a bottle, and
Five new life members, Harry A.
E X P L O R A T IO N IN M AINE
20, Varnum Pond,
Waldron of Providence, Commodore J.
now it is the pet of every one in the
Wilton,
1,000 town. ”
T. Newton, U. S. N., of New York,
“ Exploration” seems like a some Joseph D. Gallagher of Glen Ridge, A.
20, West Carry Pond,
what curious enterprise to set on foot
T IM E T A B L E
Carrying Place, 3.000
While on a hunting trip in the vicini in one of four New England states, but A. Stagg of Chicago University, E. D.
In
hatchery
to
be
wintered,
4.000
McCabe of Brooklyn were admitted.
In Effect, December 15th, 1913.
ty of Libby, Mont., recently County
No land-locked salmon were wint- Game Commissioner A. G. Gray made evidently there is a reason for it. Two
These active members were also
ered at this hatchery in 1912
and i arrangements with the Bockman broth- members of the conservation board, chosen: E. B. Pratt of Marshfield,
STRONG
with its secretary, “ spent 16 days
PASSENGER TRAIN S leave Strong fo r Farm 1913.
egs to rid the Spokane county game traveling by canoe and on foot from Mass., R A. Swigert of Aiken, David
ington, at 6.23 A. M. and 1.37 P. M .; fo r Phillips
*t 12.31 P. M. and 5.47 P. M. and fo r Rangeley at
preserve of mountain lions. The Bock Northeast Carry on Moosehead lake to Gregg, Jr., of New York, A. B. Alley
4.47 P. M. and for Kingfield and Bigelow at 5-50
man brothers are famous in Montana as Fort Kent on the St. John river, as of Larchmont, Frank T. Sage of Roch
PM
PASSENGER TRAINS arrive at Strong from
mountain lion and bear hunters. They cending in this time Allegash and ester, F. S. Pusey of New York, John
Farmington a t 12.31 P. M. and 5.47 P. M.; from
have a pair of dogs which are said to Priestly mountains, where by the use Lipscomb of Durham, J. M. Robinson
Phillips a t 6.23 A. M .; and from Rangeley and
Phillips at 1.37 P. M.; anri Bigelow and Kingfield
be
the best trackers in the northwest. of glasses a very large area of country of Littleton, Donald Parsons of Youngs
1.25 P. MDue to state and county protection of
town, Benjamin H. Marshall of Chica
MIXED TRAINS leave Strong fo r Farmington
In this manner
game birds, Spokane county now has “ At various times we have had reports could be observed.
st 8.45 A. M.; and fo r Kingfield at 5.60 P .M .
go.
MIXED TRAINS arrive at Strong from Phil half a million quail within its bound from different parts of the preserve much first-hand knowledge of a general
lips at 8.45 A. M.; from Kingfield at 2.10 P. M.
that
mountain
lions
have
been
prowl
character
was
secured,
to
be
used
in
«nd from Farmington at 11.45 A. M.
aries, according to the estimate of R.
Every Issue of Maine Woods Car
The conjunction with the more specific work
PHILLIPS
B. Wales, eastern Washington game ing about,” states Mr. Gray.
the
Pine
PASSENGER TR AIN leaves Phillips for warden. The quail is not native to Bockman brothers told me when I was done by the explorers, who spent prac- ries a Fresh W h iff of
Farmington, at 6.00 A . M. and 1.15 P. M.; for
T ree State w ith it.
W h y Not Sub
Bangreley at 6.16 P. M.
this section, and Mr. Wales explains in Libby that if they conld get on the j tically the whole season in this terriPASSENGER T R AIN arrives at Phillips from
scribe and Get a Steady Breeze All
that the large number is the result of trail of the animals within three or four j tory. ” This seems like the exploita
Farmington at 12.53 P. M. and 6.10 P. M .jfrom
days their dogs would be able to fol tion of new and primitive territory and the Year.
Rangeley at 12.20 P. M.
propagation
and
protection
by
the
au
MIXED TRAIN leaves Phillips fo r Farminglow the trail. Our plan is to wait un
ton at 7.30 A. M and for Rangeley at 7.40 A. M. thorities, cooperating with the public.
MIXED TRAIN arrives at Phillips from Farm 
til we know that the mountain lions I “
This
number
is
all
the
more
remark
ington at 2.15 P.M.and from Rangeley at 3.00 P. M.
in a certain section and then wire
RANGELEY
able when it is noted that this is the are
PASSENG5R TR AIN leaves Rangeley for only county in the state which allows immediately for the Bockmans. They
Farmington at 10.40 A . M.: and arrives from
quail to be killed,” states Mr. Wales. agree to bring the animals either dead
Farmington at 8.00 P. M.
MIXED TRAIN arrives from Phillips at 10.15
“ There are many species of game or deliver them alive to the Spokane
A. M.; and leaves for Phillips at 10.55 A. M.
birds
which will thrive in this climate, park commission. If we can rid the
SALEM
preserve of these pests we will tlnn
T H E S P O R T S M A N ’ S N E W S P A P E R OE A M E R I C A
PASSENGER TR AIN leaves fo r Strong and and it is our aim to stock them just as
Farmington at 12.50 P. M.; and arrives from fast as funds for the purpose are avail take immediate steps towdkd stocking
(Published weekly, Established 1874.)
Farmington and Strong at 2r28 P. M.
it with deer and elk.”
Subscription *1. a year, #2. fo r 6 m onths: Sam ple ooiiy free i f you mention Maine W ood s
MIXED TRAIN leaves Salem fo r Strong and able.

Itetaps

SH O T CUN SHELLS

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY, CINCINNATI, OHIO

CLARK-HUTCHINSON
COMPANY,

SANDY RIVER £ RANGELEY
LAKES RAILROAD

WESTERN NOTES

Farm ington at 1.15 P. M .;
Stroup at 6.25 P. M.

and arrives from

KINGFIELD
PASSENGER TRAIN leaves K in g f ie ld f o r
Farm ington at 12.40 P. M .; and arrives from
Farm ington and Strong at 2.50 P. M., and from
Bigelow at 4.50 P. MMIXED TRAIN leaves Kingfield fo r Bigelow
*t 7.45 A. M. and for Strong at 12.35 P. M
MIXED TRAIN arrives from Bigelow at 11.30
A. M. and from Strong at 6.60 P. M.

“ If the season on Hungarian part
ridge is kept closed until 1920, as the
law now provides, there should be close
to a million of these birds at that time.
We plan to plant golden and Japanese
"pheasants, which thrive in this cli
mate.”

BIGELOW
MIXED TRAIN leaves Bigelow fo r Strong
and Farmington at 10.00 A. M., and arrives from
Kingfield at 9.16A.M .
PASSENGER TRAIN arrives from Farmington
•nd Strong at 3.43 P. M .;and leaves fo r Kingfield at 4.00 P. M.

F. N. BEAL, G. P. A.

The game commissioners of Okano
gan county, Wash., northwest of SpoKane, have set aside a strip of terri
tory two miles wide and 22 miles long,
extending from the south end of Pal-

Gladys Eaton, a young woman resid
ing at Palouse Falls, Wash., 75 miles
southwest of Spokane, has rather a
unique way of making her pin money.
She traps and poisons covotes for the
bounty and their fur. She says she
has been quite successful and is making
considerable money, shipping the hides
to a fur company and securing one dol
lar bounty for each animal killed’ and
presented to the county auditor. Miss
Eaton carries a small caliber rifle with

The American Field collects news by its own staff representatives and
special roporters, giving authoritive reports of leading events in the
sportsman's world. Its recreative columns are always replete witn interesting articles and contribution and open a wide field for discussion oi all
subjects that interest sportsmen.
The departments o f The American Field are: Editorial, Game and Shooting, Fish
and Fishing, Natural History, Hunting, Kennel, Trap Shooting, Rifle, Revolver
and Pistol, Queries and Answers.
SEND ONE D O L L A R FOR THREE M ONTH S’ T R iA L SUBSCRIPTION •
I f not more than satisfied w ith it the m oney w ill be refunded on request

Address AMERICAN FIELD PUBLISHING COMPANY
801

M A SO N IC TEMPLE, C H IC A G O .
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•
6, Muskrat Pond,
3,000
Sumner,
3,000
Wliitefield,
30,000
Dam,
Do.,
5,00<)
21, Little Pennesseewas9, Shagg Pond,
6, Bemis Stream,
3,000
Sumner,
see
Lake,
6,
Heald
Pond,
Moose
40,000
Bemis,
ISSUED WEEKLY
2,000
In hatchery to be
Norway,
River PL,
5,00ft
7, Big Island Pond,
5,000
wintered,
24, Bryants Pond,
T. 3, Frank6, Rashe Pond,
3.000
Woodstock,
BROWN TROUT
25,000
lin Co.,
Dennistown,
5,00ft
Phillips, Maine
27, Allens Pond,
•
85,000 brown trout eggs were taken
7, Kennebago Lake,
6, Mac Pond, Sandy
5,000 at this hatchery fall of 1912.
Greene,
Davis and StetBay T.,
5,00ft
L. B. BRACKETT,
Loss from time of taking to
29, Beal’s Pond,
15,000
son Towns,
7, Williams Brook,
Business Manager
20,000
3,000
Turner,
time of hatching,
12, Beaver Pond,
Attean,
5,00ft
65,000
31, Worthey Pond,
15,000
Number hatched,
Magalloway,
7,* Thompson Brook,
2,500 Loss from time of hatching to
Peru,
14, Day Mountain
OUTING EDITIO N
Jackman,
5,00ft
13,500
2, Taylor Pond,
..................................... $1.00 per year
time of planting,
5,000 Nov.
Pond, Strong,
8 pages
10, Chase Pond,
46,500
5,000 Number planted,
Auburn,
LOCAL EDITIO N
17, Four Ponds,
Moscow,
5,00ft
l* and 16 p a g e s ................................ $1.60 per year
3, Indian Pond,
These fish were liberated in the
Letter E. T.,
10, Echo Pond,
Canadian, Mexican, Cuban and Panama sub
2,500 following waters;
Greenwood,
5,000
Franklin Co.,
Caratunk,
5,00ft
scription 60 cents extra. Foreign subscription
8, Pennesseewassee
12, Lake Auburn,
Oct.
24, Quimby Brook,
10, Young’s Pond,
76 cents extra.
3,000
Lake, Norway,
Auburn,
5,000
15,000
Rangeley,
Pleasant
11, Parker Pond,
17, Twitchell Pond,
Nov.
25, Quimby Pond,
Ridge Pl.,
5,00ft
Entered as second class matter, January 21,
2,600
1,500
Mt .Vernon,
Greenwood,
5,000
Rangeley,
1909, at the postoffice at Phillips, Maine, under
10, Rowe Pond,
13, Gardner Lake,
19, Middle Pond,
the A ct of March 3.1879,
/
25, Mt. View, Brook,
Do..
5.00ft
3,000
Machias,
1,000
Waterford,
Rangeley,
15,000
16, Arnold Pond, Coburn
17, Twitchell Pond,
15, Delivered to W. I.
•
25, Smith Cove Brook,
The Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire
Gore, Fk. Co.,
10,00ft
2,500
Greenwood,
state o f Maine as to Hunting. Trapping. Camp
Neal, Waldo,
10,000
5,000
Rangeley,
16, Horse Shoe Pond,
ing and Outing news, and the Franklin county
18, Flying Pond,
19, Loon Lake, Dallas
27, Hatchery Brook,
Coburn Gore, and
locally.
2,500
Mt.
Vernon,
10,000
and Rangeley,
5,000
Rangeley,
Chain of Ponds
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish
22, Sandy Pond,
23, Little Wilson Lake,
27, Haley Pond,
and game photographs from its readers.
T.. Fk. Co..
10.006
3,000
Freedom,
When ordering the address o f your paper
5,000
Turner,
Rangeley,
5,000
16, Crosby Pond, Coburn
changed, please give the old as weil as new July
23, Little Wilson
26, Range Pond,
29, Rangeley Stream,
Gore, Fk. Co.. 10,00ft
address.
3,000
Pond, Turner,
Roland,
5,000
100,000
Rangeley,
18, Baker Pond,
26, Range Pond,
Dec.
7, Lovewells Pond,
29, Spring Lake, T.
Sept.
Mosquito,
10,00ft
THURSDAY, JANUARY 22, 1914
5,000
Poland,
Fryeburg,
3,000
3, R. 4, Som. Co , 2,500
21, Hancock Pond,
4, Allen Pond,
Dec .
8, Lower Kimball Pond,
29, So. Branch Dead
Embden,
10,00ft
GAME D E P A R T M E N T A N N U A L RE
Stoneham,
3,000
Fryeburg,
3,000
River, Stratton, 1,500
21, Hayden Lake,
12, Howard Pond,
PORT.
9, Ice Pond,
29, Bigelow Pond,
Madison,
10,00ft
Hanover,
3,000
Bigelow,
1,000
Brownfield,
3,000
21, Embden Lake,
12, Shagg Pond,
In hatchery to be
29, Nash Stream,
(Continued from na£© three).
Embden,
10,00ft
Sumner,
2,500
SQUARE-TAILED TROUT
wintered,
5,000
Stratton,
1,000
27, Powell Pond,
13, Overset Pond,
Oct.
1, Day Mountain
264.000 land-locked salmon
eggs
685,000
square-tailed trout eggsj
Bow town,
5,00(1,
Greeftswood,
2,000 have been taken at this
Pond, Strong,
1,500
hatchery
were taken at this hatchery in 1912.
27, Fish Pond, Moxie
Oct.
12, Lake Auburn Fish
this fall.
1, Porter’s Pond,
Received from Berkeley
Gore,
5,00ft
Association,
45,000
Strong,
1,500
104.000 square-tailed trout
eggs Aug.
Hills Hatchery, Massa
2, Mosquito Stream,.
4, Barnard Pond,
have been taken at this hatchery
SQUARE-TAILED TROUT
chusetts, eggs that the
Mosquito,
25,00ft
Eustis,
1,500
this fall.
400,000
state purchased,
Sept.
22, Little Bunker
42,000
square-tailed trout eggs were
7, Garland Pond,
85.000 brown-trout eggs have been
Loss from time of taking
Pond, Shirley,
1,50ft
taken at this hatchery fall of 1912.
Byron,
2,000 Received from Rowe’s Trout
taken at this hatchery this fall.
and receipt of eggs to
22, Lily Pond,
13, Little Jim Pond,
65,000
time of hatching,
Shirley,
1,500
Farm, West Buxton, eggs
Jim Pond T.,
1,500
Report of the Moxie H atchery for
920,000
Number hatched,
23, Attean Lake,
the state purchased,
200,000
13, Big King Lake, T.
the Y ea r 1913.
Loss from time of hatching
y Attean,'
3,00ft
Loss from time of taking and
4., R. 5.,
to time of planting,
22,000
30,
Jones
Pond,
Bald
receipt of eggs to time of
Paul Hinds, Supt.
Som. Co.,
1,500
Number planted,
857,000
Mountain T.,
2;O0ft
liatching,
50.000
No
land-locked
salmon eggs
13,
Bartlett
Pond,
These fish were liberated in the
30, Little Fish Pond,
Number
hatched,
192,000
taken
at
this
hatchery
in
the
fall
Do.,
1,500
g waters:
folloi
T. 3, Som. Co., 2,00ft
of 1912, and no eggs were sent here Oct.
13, Spencer Stream,
Loss from time of hatching to
12, Anasagunticook
May
2, No. 1 Bog Pond,
Spencer,
1,500
time of planting,
10,000
24,500 from other hatcheries.
Lake, Canton,
Do„
2,00ft
SQUARE-TAILED TROUT
15, Four Ponds,
Number planted,
162,500
2, Lake Webb,
2, No. 2 Bog Pond,
No square-tailed trout eggs were
Letter E. T.,
These fish were liberated in the
10,000
Weld,
Jackman,
2,00ft
taken at this hatchery in 1912.
Franklin Co.,
3,000 following waters:
12, Howard Pond,
2, No. 3 Bog Pond,
Received from Rowe’s Trout
16, Saddleback Lake,
May 13, Clearwater Pond,
Hanover,
5,000
Jackman,
2,00ft
Farm, eggs the state
Dallas,
2,000
Industry,
14, Moore’s Pond,
10,000
3, Benjamen Pond,
purchased,
400,000
16, Big Jim Pond,
15, Sturtevant Stream,
Letter E. T..,
Jackman,
2,00ft
Jim Pond T.,
1,500
Bowdoinliam,
Franklin
20,000 Received from Leadville,
3, Clearwater Pond,
'
Colorado, eggs furnished by
29, B. Pond, Upton,
1,000
15, Umberline Stream,
County,
5,000
Jackman,
2,00ft
U. S. Fish Commission,
100,000
31, Ponds on Megantic
Bowdoinliam and
14, Long Pond, Sandy
3, Williams Brook,
Preserve, Eustis 10,000
Richmond,
10,000 Loss from time these eggs
River PlantaJackman,
2,00ft
were received at this hatchery
31, No. Branch Dead
tion,
10,000
17, Kennebunk Pond,
6, Lake Moxie,
to
time
of
hatching,
River, Eustis,
18,400
1,500
Lyman,
14, Quimby Brook,
10,000
The Forks, and
Nov.
4, Howard Pond,
481,600
Sandy River
, 17, Swan Pond, Lyman 5,000 Number hatched,
E. Moxie,
10,00ft
Loss from time of hatching to
Hanover,
1,000
20, Long Pond,
Plantation,
15,000
7, Heald Pond, Moose
time of planting,
8, Clearwater Lake,
29,100
14, Hatchery, Sandy
Sanford,
5,000
River PL,
2,00ft
Industry,
Number planted,
432,500
3,000
22, Matthews Pond,
River Plantation, 15,00
7, Echo Pond,
20, West Carry Lake,
These fish were liberated in the
Hebron,
15, Tee Pond,
5,000
Holden Town,
2,00ft
following waters:
Carrying Place,
2,500
24, Shagg Pond,
Eustis,
10,000
7, Heald Stream, Moose
20, Tufts Pond,
10, Lake Moxie, East
Sumner,
15, North Branch Dead
6,000 May
River PL,
2,00ft
Kingfield,
1,000 *
Moxie and The
28, Red Brook,
River, Eustis,
10,000
10, Barrett Pond.
20, Duttons Pond,
Forks,
10,000
Bradbury,
15, South Branch Dead
5,000
Holeb,
2,00ft
Kingfield,
1,000
15, Brassua Lake,
10,000
28, Baker’s Pond,
River, Eustis,
10, Deer or Bog Pond,
20, Harvey Pond,
Brassua TownBradbury,
15, Mt. Bigelow Pond,
5,000
Lowelltown,
2,00ft
Madrid,
ship,
1,000
10,000 |
28, Call Brook,
Stratton,
10,000
10, Lowell Pond,
In hatchery to
15, Heald Pond,
21, Loon Lake,
Waterboro and
Lowelltown,
2,00ft
be wintered,
41,000
Moose River PI., 5,0001
Hollis,
Dallas,
10,000
10.000
10, Spencer Lake,
52,000 square-tailed trout were wint Junp
15, Big Fish Pond,
21, Saddleback Lake,
13, Todd’s Brook,
Hobbstown,
3,00ft
Thorndike T.,
5,000
Dallas,
10,000 ered at this hatchery in 1912 and
Pownal and
10, Moose River
1913.
15, Sugar Birth Pond,
21, Porter Lake,
Freeport,
10,000
in T. 4,
2,00ft
Dennistown,
Oct.
Strong,
5,0001
22, Little Pennes10,000 Loss through winter and
13, Horse Shoe Pond,
summer,
20,000
15, Little Big Wood Pond,
21, Pennells Pond,
seewassee Lake,
Jackman,
2,00ft
These fish were liberated in the
Dennistown,
Norway,
Kingfield,
10,000i
5,000
2,500
13, Little Big Wood
following waters:
15, Cedar Pond,
22, Four Ponds, Letter
29, Bear River,
Pond, Jackman,. 2,00ft
June
13, Spring Lake, T.
Dennistown,
E. T.,
Norway,
5,000 1
2,000
15, Ragged Lake,
3, R. 4, Som.
Nov.
/
15, Salley Pond,
Franklin Co.,
4, Getchel Pond,
10,000
T. 2, R. 13,
Co.,
2,500
22, Long Pond,
Dennistown,
5,000
Brunswick,
4,000
Pise. Co.,
5,00ft
16, Nash Stream,
15, Wood Lake,
Letter E. T.,
5, Mirror Lake,
18, Lost Pond, Pleasant
Do.,
2,500
Franklin Co.,
10,000
Livermore,
Dennistown and
2,000
Ridge PL,
1,50ft
In hatchery to e
23, B. Pond,
6, Mathews Pond,
Jackman,
10,000
20, Hancock Pond,
wintered,
27,000
Upton,
15, Mud Pond,
Hebron,
5,000
2,000
Embden and
500,000 land-locked salmon eggs
26, Stratton Brook,
Attean,
10, Keys and Worster
5,000
Lexington,
2,00ft
have
been
taken
at
this
hatchery
Stratton,
10,000
17, Mosquito Pond,
Brooks, Berwick, 2,500
20, Rowe Pond,
this fall.
28, Cold Brook,
11, Parker Pond,
The Forks,
10,0001
Pleasant Ridge
186,000 square-tailed
trout eggs
Cupsuptic,
40,000
22, Deer or Bog Pond,
Mt. Vernon,
1,500
PL,
3,00ft
have been taken at this
hatchery
28, Tootliaker Brook,
12, Thomas Pond,
Lowelltown,
5,000;
20, Pleasant Pond,
this
fall.
Bemis,
10,000
22, Bog Brook, LowellRaymond,
5,000
Caratunk,
2,00ft
—
Nov.
28, Wildwood Brook,
13, Northern Stream,
town and Holeb, 10,000
23, Wesserunsett Lake,
Report
of
the
Auburn
Hatchery
for
.
Wildwood,
Machias,
20,000
22, Barrett Pond,
3,000
Madison,
5,00ft
the Year 1913.
28, Mt. View Brook,
14, North Pond,
Holeb,
5,000
*
24, Knight’s Pond,
Rangeley,
55,000
Buckfield,
22, Indian Pond,
2,500
Forsythe,
2,00ft
28, Hatchery Brook,
IS, Flying Pond,
John F. Stanley, Supt.
Lowelltown,
5,000
Oct. 24 and 27, planted 20,000 trout
Rangeley,
15,000
Mt. Vernon,
120,000 land-locked salmon
22, Moose River, in
eggs
1,500
in the following waters;
28, Smith Cove, Brook,
were taken at this hatchery fall of
19, Middle Pond,
Long Pond T., 10.000
Enchanted Pond, Upper Enchanted
Rangeley,
20,000 1912.
22, Echo Pond,
Waterford,
1,500
T., Som. Co.,
29, Ellis Brook,
21, Cushman Pond,
Received from Oquossoc
Holden Town.,
5,000
Enchanted Stream, North half T.,
Rangeley,
30,000
Hatchery,
|
Sumner,
29, Lake Parlin, Parlin
20,000
1,000 May
3, R. 6, Som. Co.,
30, Tributaries to KenLoss from time of taking and
25, Wilson Lake,
Ptmd T.,
10,000
Berry Pond, Upper Cold Stream T>
nebec River,
30,000
Wilton.
receipt of eggs to time of
29, Berry Pond,
3,000
Som. Co.,
31, Whetstone Brook,
hatching,
26, Range Pond,
Do.,
15,000
5.000
LittleBerry Pond, Upper
Cold
Rangeley,
20,000 Number hatched,
Poland,
125,000
29, Little Lang, Pond,
3,000
Stream T., Som. Co.,
June
3, Brooks at Upper
Loss from time of hatching to
29, Worthley Pond,
Do.,
5,000 | Lake Parlin, Parlin Pond T., Som.
Dam,
time of planting,
40,000
Peru,
6,000
29, Fernald Pond,
2,000
Co.,
3, South Bog Stream,
Number planted,
4. Allen or Trout Pond,
119,000 Dec.
Do.,
5,000
(Continued on page eight.)
Rangeley,
40,000
These fish were liberated in the
Stone!) am,
29, Bickford Pond,
2,500
4, Withee Brook,
following waters:
5, Pennells Pond,
Do.,
5,000
Rangeley,
5,000 Oct.
15, Anasagunticook
Kingfield,
29, High Pond, Pierce
3,000
Don’t think because you havfc4, Haley Pond,
Lake, Canton,
5, Ward Stream and
5,000
Pond T.,
5,000 taken many remedies in vain that
Rangeley,
»,000
16, Thompson Pond,
Pond, Fryeburg, 5,000
29, Helen Pond, Black
your case is incurable.
Hood’aOtisfield and
5, Sanborn’s Pond,
Brook T.,
5,000 Sarsaparilla has cured many seem
r;T --v ,
5.000
Waterford,
5, Little Baker,
3,000 June
ingly hopeless
cases of scrofula^
... r - f
---Moxie Gore,
5,000 catarrh, rheumatism, kidney
com
U ,G
6 . T'•‘ '■t'r Pond,
plaint, dyspepsia and general
dftv, • '' 1‘ . ;
°
- . v.'
> i iL ,
9, ) \v i
, 1' —
1
. v U : T ..
*” 'y.
T V'- T~o'l’s.
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CLASSIFIED

WILL DONATE
TOWN CLOCK

s

mixed sweet pickles, grape jelly, apple
OQUOSSOC
Joe Cain a former lightweight boxel
jelly, maple mousse, assorted cake and
and later a referee at New York
coffee A social hour followed during
One cent a word in advance. No headline or
Oquossoc, Jan. 12—Mr. and Mrs. and Brooklyn boxing clubs, also died
other display. S ubjects in a. b. c. order
which remarks were made by Dr. F. H. O. Templeton entertained at last during the year.
B. Colby, Rev. H. A. Childs and E. I. Saturday’s whist party at which eight
James R. Keene, whose racing
FOR SALE.
Herrick. Plans for making the organ tables were present.
The usual stable was for years the best known
ization a permanent one were discuss refreshments of sandwiches,
cake in America, is the most prominent
ed. The coming Saturday evening. and coffee were served, Mrs. F. H. turf follower who passed away. Tom
FOR SALE—Village stand in Phillips
January 6, at six o ’clock sharp, a bak Fall won the first ladies prize and my Burns, who achieved an interna
Upper Village. Inquire of J. Blaine
ed bean supper will be served, to which Mrs. Tyler Judkins the consolation, tional reputation as a jockey; Steph
Morrison.
all men are cordially invited. Supper while the first gentleman’s prize was en Sanford, owner of the Hurricana
will be held at the K. of P., hall and at won by James Wilcox and the con stables; Charles H. Kohler, another
FOR SALE—Bay horse, nine years old.
(Special to Maine Woods.)
the close o f the supper the organiza solation by Harry Morton.
Weight 1200. Work or drive.
B. F.
prominent owner of race
horses,
Rangeley, January, 20.—Mrs. Guy tion, which is something in the nature
Beal.
Warren Wilbur got another live and Joseph J. Burke, a leading judge
Jones and Mrs. Taylor of Stratton were of a men’s league will be complete. J.
mink Tuesday which he sold to F. and turf writer, were also numb
FOR SALJE—Beef by & side or in town a few days last week, having J. Hull will give a short address.
C. King to add to those which he al ered among the dead.
Quarter.
B- F. Beal*
dentist work done by Dr. Stuart. Dur This movement is being carried out in
ready has in captivity.
Football is charged with eight fa
ing their •stay in town they roomed at many o f the larger towns and cites and
Otto Lamb and W. A. Tibbetts se talities during the year, four of the
FOR SALE—The unusually staunch Mrs. Nate Albin’s.
has proved very popular as well as pro cured two more foxes last week by
victims being prominent on college
and able steam yacht, “ W a-W a" of
W. L. Butler was a guest o f Mr. and fitable wherever it has been started.
the aid of a fox hound.
This is teams.
The list includes Vernon
about 22 H. P. The U. S. Government
Mrs. H. A. Furbish the past week.
J. J. Hull, Field Agent for the becoming quite a popular industry S.' Belyea of the Norwich university
inspection of 1911 showed her to be in
Friday evening Mr. and Mrs. Furbish State Sunday School, Association will about here.
L. D.-Haley has bought team; Edward Morrissey, captain of
first class condition. May be inspect
entertained three tables at “ Lillies” be at the church Sunday and speak in him a fox hound which he is said the St .Ambrose college team; Hom
ed at Camp Bellevue, Upper Dam,
The first prizes were captured by Wm. the interests of the work.
to have paid fifty dollars for.
er S. Wrey of Gettysburg college
Maine. Price will be reasonable to a
Tibbetts and Mrs. Charles Cushman.
Rev. and Mrs. H. A. Childs delight
William R. Crowell of Chesliam, and George Gay of Ursinus.
quick purchaser. Apply to Dr. Norton
The consolation prizes were awarded fully entertained a party at the parson P. Q., was in town last week stop
The losses sustained in amateur
Downs, Fordhooke Farm, Three Tuns,
Mrs. James Mathieson and Dr. F. B. age, numbering about 25 Friday even ping at the Mountain View House. athletic circles were in the deaths
Pa. Or Archer A. Poor at camp.
Colby. Refreshments of maple bisque ing. Games and an art contest were Mr. Crowell is manager of the A- of Mike Murphy, famous as a train
Quebec er at Pennsylvania and Yale; Ralph
FOR SALE!— Edison Dictating ma and cake were served. A jolly time enjoyed during the evening. Dr. A. merican Realty affairs in
M. Ross guessed the largest number of and well known here where he re Rose, holder of wrorld’s and Olympic
chine- In first class condition. In was the unanimous verdict.
Linton Thibodeau has gone to Rum- illustrated songs and was awarded the sided for some years.—George Noyes records at shot putting; Billy Quinn,
quire at Maine Woods office.
ford Falls where he has a position as prize. Delicious refreshments of sand of Portland was the guest of Mr. trainer of the w'eight men and hurd
wiches, olives, assorted cake, candy and Mrs. F. H. Fail Friday night.— lers at Harvard, and George Tracey
FOR SALE1—Collie ^pups,
mother, assistant baggage master.
Collie; father, Arthur Beedy dog, | Miss Charlotte Lamb who has been and cocoa were served by Mrs. Childs “ Uncle Nick Ogilvie,” who was who held the half-mile amateur run
Collie and English shepherd. W. R .! spending the past week with her aunt, assisted by Miss Irene Kempton and Iquite ill and under the doctor’s care ning title in 1885.
Mrs. George GaJand, has returned to Miss Susie [Stewart.
It was voted to last week is now better.—A car load
Davenport.
The automobile racers who lost
her home in Dallas.
form a club to be known as the Range- of horses arrived here last Thursday their lives during the year
were
FOR SALE—Fox hound, four years i Miss Madelaine Harnden entertained ley Choral Club, the following officers
Izouis Manghetti, killed at Norfolk,
for the American Realty Co .
old.
Well tamed and a good one. i at whist, Thursday, January 15, in hon to serve: Pres., O. R. Rowe; vice
at
Captain Fred C. Barker left last Neb.; Harry G. Knight, killed
Write S. E. Stowell, North
Anson, j or of her 17th birthday. Refreshments president, A. O. Huntoon; secretary
Forrest,
week for his annual winter visit to Columbus, Ohio, and Jack
Maine.
Route 2.
of birthday cake and cocoa were served. and treasurer, Hayden Huntoon; ex
who met death in the El Paso-Plioe■
----------------------------------------------- f --------! Those present were Marion Quimby, ecutive committee, Mrs. H. A. Childs, Florida.—W i’ lis Berry of Indian Rock
Another driver, well
was called to Marshfield in Wash nix road race.
Poison
Trappers
Poison
Ida Pepper, Marjorie Oakes, Howard Mrs. O. R. Rowe, Mrs. C. C. Murphy. ington County Saturday by the ser known to Americans who was killed
Herrick, Rolla Pillsbury, Frank Fuller Mrs. H. A. Childs has been appointed ious illness of his mother.—L.
D. during the year was Camille JenatUse Goes’ New Liquid Poison Cap and Norman H untoon.
director. The first rehearsal has been Haley lost a valuable Holstein cow zy, the Belgian pilot who was acci
sules, the quickest killer for fur an- j Mrs. A. M. R obs left Monday morn
appointed for Friday evening at 7 o ’ last week.—Game Warden
E. H. dentally shot and killed near Brus
imals.
Kill same on the spot, if' ing for Brunswick to spend a few days
clock, to be held at the church parlor. Lowell, attended the annual banquet sels several weeks ago. ^
bait is properly taken.
Now seven with her mother, Mrs. Belle Knowlton.
The meeting is held at this hour to ac of the Maine Fish and Game Assoc
In other branches of sports
the
seasons in market and use, with ex Master Sayward, who ha9 been spend
commodate those wishing to attend the iation in Augusta last week.—Lewis notable deaths included those
of
cellent results.
First class testi ing the past few weeks in Brunswick,
basket ball game.
Frank
Magdioli,
well-known
profes
ton
Sun.
monials.
Trappers, try Goes’ Fox will return with Mrs. Ross.
Miss Alice Sweetser is helping care
sional billiardist; Capt. A. N. BoLuring Bait.
Attracts the animals
Tom Barrett is confined to the house, for Master Monette during the absence
gardus
and Capt. John 3. Brew'er,
L
O
N
G
L
I
S
T
O
F
S
P
O
R
T
I
N
G
M
E
N
from miles, where bait is laid. Write the result of a badly scalded foot. The
of Mrs. A. M. Ross.
both of whom had held the world’s
C L A IM E D BY D E A T H
LAST
for free circulars.
Edmund Goes, injured member is slowly improving
The Jolly Four held their first meet
championship at trap shooting, and
YEAR.
Milwaukee, Wis., Station E.
and has been very painful.
ing of the season last Thursday.
Henry Coulter, at one time cham
Mrs. Stephen G. Wheatland has an
A delightrui surprise rarty was giv
the
The year which came to a close on pion single scull oarsman of
FOR SALE—One of the best situat
ed camps on the Richardson Lake. nounced her intention of presenting a en Mrs. Frank Porter, Wednesday Jan Wednesday has exacted a heavy toll United States.
Fully furnished, electric lights,
13 fine clock to the town, to be placed in uary 13, in honor of her birthday, by in deaths among those who have
bedrooms, pool room, dining room, ‘the belfry of the schoolhonse. The clock Mrs. Earle Huntoon, Mrs. Alva Spra been prominent in the varied field S M A L L B O R E I N D O O R C H A M P I O N 
S H IP T O BE D E C ID E D .
sitting room, * guides’ camps,
etc. will not only be an addition to our gue and Mrs. E. I. Herrick. It began of sports.
Baseball, football, pugil
Mrs. Huntoon invited ism, the turf, trap shooting,
Suitable for Club House.
Address school building but will be a great con this way.
the
Mr. William J. Downing, Mason venience as well, the location being “ Cora” and her family over to supper green table sport, track and field—
The annual 100-shot championship
Building, Kilby Street, Boston, Mass. such that it may be seen from nearly and to spend the evening. All unsus all have paid heavily to the Grim tournament of the .22 Calibre Indoor
all places in town. It is proposed to pecting “ Cora” went, and about 8 o’ Reaper during tile last 12 months.
Rifle League of the United States will
have the dial well lighted so as to be clock a loud rap announced callers. In
Baseball, the leading American be held at the Williamsburg range, cor
W ANTED.
visible in the evening. A small fund spite of the “ way below zero weather” sport, and the one which draws the ner of Bushwick and Myrtle avenues,
was started some time ago, contribu and the strong wind all the bidden greatest number of persons
into Brooklyn, N. Y ., commencing the
WANTED— BOO cords of white birch tions being made by parents and friends guests were present except three. prominence, has naturally been the week of February 22. A number o f
delivered at ou r mill Saleux, Maine- toward a clock fund, but owing to var Whist was enjoyed during the evening. heaviest loser.
The most notable new matches have been included in the
Apply to R. V* Plalsted ait
the ious circumstances had never reached The prizes were won as follows: 1st death in this sport was that
of program which are calculated to arc use
mill or Malden Parcel Handle Com ! sufficient size to warrant arrangements priie, a dainty apron, Mrs. Frank William H. Locke, president of the a great deal of interest among the new
! being msde for the purchase of the Stewart; consolation prize, jabot, Mrs. Philadelphia National League club, shoottrs. In these matches the novice
pany, Malden, Maas.
i clock. The formal acceptance o f the Frank Porter. Refreshments of sand who died in August after a long will have an equal chance with the “ old X
WANTED—A few new milch cows gift will take place at the annual town wiches, cake, coffee and a large birth illness.
Former club owners
who timer” to win one or more of the num
and calves.
A. S. Beedy, Phillips. meeting it is understood and the clock day cake were served. The birthday passed awTay were Chris Von der Ahe, erous valuable prizes offered. Entries
will be put in place during the next va cake .was made by Mrs. Ada Sprague owner of the St. Louis champions of have already been received from vaiiWANTED—Man and wife capable of cation. All the citizens are unanimous
and was very attractive, the colors be 1885-88 and long known as one of ous parts of the country and a record
running boarding house for a respon in their expression of thanks for the
ing pink and white (?)[Candles, ferns the quaintest figures in baseball; attendance is expected. In addition to
sible manufacturing company in New generous gift of Mrs. Wheatland.
and carnations formed the decorations also J. F. Kilfoyle, ex-president of the new matches all of the old matches
Hampshire.
State wages expected.
Mrs. Henry Kimball still continues to and the cake tasted just as good as it
the Cleveland club.
William Dwyer, aie being retained, making the pro
Company to furnish all
supplies.
improve which is indeed welcome news looked. Red and white carnations
who piloted the Des Moines team gram the most complete and attract
Room and board 15 people.
Meals to her many friends.
were given the ladies as favors. In be- to a western league pennant in 1909, ive one that has ever been offered in
30.
House steam heated and elec
Walter Twombly who has been at haif of those present and with appro
was an ex-manager who passed away. this branch of the shooting sport. Any
tric lights.
Address L. M. GamDr. Colby’s for treatment for the past priate remarks Mrs. Porter was pre
Not a major league club lost a .22 calibre rim-fire rifle may be used
well, in care Exchange Hotel, Far
fortnight is now able to be out of sented with a handsome ring the stone
player during the year, hut
many and any sight, including telescopic.
mington, Maine, or New Durham, N.
doors.
being 1her birthstone, the garnet.
former stars of the diamond were The winner of this match last year was.
H.
Jesse W. Ross has been drawn as The following ladies were present:
claimed by death.
Only a few days Dr. W. G. Hudson, who made the re
traverse juror from this town for the Madams E. L. Haley, A. M. Hoar, T.
ago
Louis
Sockalexis,
the
Indian markable score o f 2478 out of 2500,
February term of court.
F. Tibbetts, W. E. Tibbetts, Frank
who
once
played
with
Cleveland,
died using Remington-UMC rifle and am
J. Sherman Hoar left Tuesday morn Stewart, E. B. Herrick, E. I. Herrick,
W orld to Be Frozen to Death.
munition. The world’s record, 2484
suddenly.
Jiggs
Donohue,
first
The received religious doctrine is ing to attend the state convention of Jas. Mathieson, F. B. Burns, H. A.
out of 2500, was made by Arthur Hubbaseman
of
the
Chicago
White
Sox
that our planet is to perish by fire, Sealers of Weights and Measures to be Furbish, A. M. Ross, F. B. Colby,
when that club held the
world’s alek in 1911, with the same ammuni
but a prominent astronomer holds held at Augusta January 21.
Guida Nile, I. D. Hoar, C. B. Harm,
championship;
Frank (Red) Dona tion. Programs of this tournament
that its doom and the universe's doom
Frank N. Harris was in town Tues D. E. Hinklev, C. W. Barrett. C. W. hue, a former star pitcher for sev may be obtained by addressing Mr. Ar
—an inconceivably far-off doom—Is to
day and Wednesday enroutq^for his Cushman, Earle Huntoon, Frank Por eral major league clubs; Mount Mc thur Hubalek, secretary, 1165 Myrtle
be frozen to death; "the ultimate end
avenue, BrooKlyn, N. Y.
ted, Alva Sprague, W. F. Oakes, H. C.
is absolute frigidity In the blackness work in the woods, after spending a
Farland, once with the White
Sox;
Riddle,
H.
W.
Badger.
Frank
Porter
few days with his family, who are at
of interstellar night.”
Jack Boyle, at one time a catch
Earle Huntoon and A1 Sprague served
Lewiston for the winter.
er and first baseman of the Phillies;
Melvin D. Tibbetts is confined to the as substitutes. All departed at a late Tom Dolan, who caught for the old
house with a bad attack of inflamma hour wishing Mrs. Porter many mere St. Louis Browns when they held
birthdays.
tion of the liver.
the championship; Harry O’Hagan,
Funeral services of the late Mrs. Gus
Stephen Tetrault who is employed at
a minor league star who was for a
Johnson were held at the church Satur
Savage’ s camps, is at the hospital of
short time with the Giants; Eddie
day p. m., at 2 o ’clock. Rev. H. A.
Dr. A. M. Ross, suffering from pneuHaydon, who caught for Washington
Childs officiated.
Mrs. Johnson has
j monia.
at one time; “ Chummy” Gray,
a
been sick for nearly two months at her
William F. Nye is the great
Mrs. Will Wilbur and family are now home in Dallas and about a week ago once noted pitcher, and many play
' occupying the Haines house on Main was moved to the village that she ers who achieved considerable fame est authority on refined oils in the
on minor league diamonds also died. world. He was the first bottler; has
street.
might have better care. Pneumonia
The litile daughter of Mr. and Mrs. i following abscesses of the tonsils was In the list of baseball notables may the largest business and NYOIL
Roy Dunham, still remains quite ill. the immediate cause of her death. She also be included the name of John is the best oil he has ever made.
She is being cared for by Dr. A. M. was the daughter of Henry and Matil H. Graffney, who was once known
NYOIL has no equal.
Ross.
da Tibbetts and was about 39 years of as the “ king of umpires.”
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.
Pugilism
furnished
one
of
the
Beware
of scented mixtures called
The banquet, tendered Rev. H. A. age. Besides her husband and nine
Offers room with hot and
most
notable
deaths
of
the
year
in
oil.
Use
N Y O IL
on everything
Childs last Wednesday night by the re children she i9 survived by an aged
cold water for $1.00 per day
sporting circles, that being the sad where a light oil is required. It pre
mother
and
the
following
brothers
and
and up, which includes free
presentative men of the town was a
ending of Luther McCarty, consider vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
use o f public shower baths.
granj success. Despite the weather sisters,'I1,Florian, Marsh and Harvey
ed the white heavyweight champion, tion. Sportsmen, use it liberally on
Tibbetts,
Mrs.
Henry
Searles
and
Mrs.
Nothing to Equal This in New England' ! about 60 men were seated at the wellin a ring at Calgary, Alberta, last your firearms and your rod. You will
Ifilled tables. During the supper hour Ervin Wilbur. The interment was in
Rooms with private baths
The flowers spring, while he was engaged in a find it by far the best Hardware and
music was furnished by the Rangeley Evergreen cemetery.
for $1.50 per day and up;
bout with Arthur Pellty.
Another sporting goods dealers sell it in large
were
many
and
beautiful.
orchestra.
Following
is
the
menu
suites of two rooms and bath
victim
of
the
ring
was
“
Bull”
Young, bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
At the Grange Saturday night a
served by the Ladies’ Aid Society:
for $4.00 per day and up.
who died after a fight with
Jess in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
pleasant
time
was
enjoyed
Many
new
Tomato
soup,
bread
sticks,
fried
seal
A B SO LU TE LY F IR E P R O O F
Willard
at
Verncn,
Cal.
Jim
Hall,
lops, tartar sauce, French fried pota games were enjoyed. The ladies fur
W M . F. NYE,
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
crackers, best remembered for his fight with
toes, roast beef, Yorkshire pudding, nished refreshments of
Send fo r Booklet
N e w B edford , M ass.
cheese, pickles, candy, ice cream, cake Bob Fitzsimmons at New Orleans in
STORER F. CRAFTS, Gen.
Manager |potatoes, creamed onions, cranberry
1893,
died
last
summer
in
Wisconsin.
and
coffee.
sauce, lobster salad, French bread,

Plans on Foot for a Permanent
Organization in the Nature
of a Men’s League.

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.

MAINE

LAKES AND
WOODS OF MAINE
Throughout This Vast Stretch of
Dense Forests, Outdoor Life
May Be Enjoyed to
Completion
You’ll discover a new world—ex
perience new joys, if you come to
Maine this summer.
The list of
pleasures awaiting you in the wilder
ness is a long one.
There are so
many enjoyments that it is hard to
tell which one is keenest.
You’ll sleep under blankets at
night, lulled by the sighing of the
breezes through the pines; you'll be
pleasantly sun-baked in the day. The
atmosphere makes you sleep;
you
grow plump and brown and content
You’ll forget all the worry of city
life even in a short two weeks—
the average vacationist’s lease of
freedom.
At night the weird cry of a loon
will start delightful shivers as you
lie on the b«ilsam bows, watching
the red tongues of the camp
fires
licking up the dark night.
If you once experience the joys
of camping in the Maine woods you’ll
count the days until you can get
back into the woods again to enjoy
this care-free life.
The term “ camp
ing” no longer implies hunting wild
animals.
There was a time, and
not so very long ago, when a man
who ventured into the wilderness to
spend a holiday was considered a
very daring person.
Not so nowadays.
There are no
physical dangers to be encountered
in the woods.
Even in the most
remote fishing and hunting regions
of Maine, it is possible to enjoy al
most the same comforts and conveniences^ that you find at most sum
mer resort hotels.
In this territory
there are fully a thousand camps—
perhaps more.
These range from
elaborately equipped camps that are
virtually small hotels down to the
humble lean-to or shelter for a stay
of a night or week.
This is the kind o f'life that en
ables the man and woman worn with
the strife of a big city to renew
his or her vitality.
The sunshine
and the open-dir life are
better
medicines than those that come from

Y ou W a n t
M ore than
Just“FIour”
W hen you s ta r t
to make the dainty
cake or luscious pie
or the good, whole
some bread on which
the family thrives.
Order William Tell
Flour and baking day
will I c a pleasure and
a triumph. Richest in
nutritive valu e too,
and goes farthest, be
cause it is milled by
our special p r o c e s s
from the finest Ohio
Red Winter Wheat.
Your g r o c e r will
have it — just say —
send me
ng)

C.

H.

PHILLIPS,

MAINE, JANUARY 22, 1914

If you are going to stay the edge of river or lake in the
Man has increased
the forests.
a drug store.
There is more health groves.
in one good outing in the Maine comforts and luxuries and the marks at one of the established camps, you midst of this glorious wilderness.
woods than in all the prescriptions of his presence abound, but the will not require a guide, unless you The Maine Central Railroad provides
service to the resorts
doctors ever wrote. Human beings picturesque wildness is not marred— are going long distances into the splendid
throughout Maine.
The steamboat,
were never intended to be shut up the same beautiful vistas the Red woods.
forever in the hot sweltering towns. Men saw await you. The river and
The Maine guide does not malic motor-boat, locomotive and the auto
To the pleasure of your vacation the wind in the trees sing to you as iously exaggerate and, although his mobile have invaded regions which
Every turn yarns are native, what he tells you twenty years ago could only be reach
down in Maine will be added
the you paddle your canoe.
memory of its joys long after it has in the stream presents a new pic about the natural resources and the ed by the lumberman’s batteau and
the hunter’s canoe.
Less than twen
Salmon with silve
passed.
You’ll recall with infinite ture of beauty.
supply of fish and game you may
ty years ago sporting camps in any
ly more satisfaction the day you ry gleams flash again and again out depend upon.
On general princip
Ruffed grouse whirr les, the planning and management of part of the Maine wilderness were
caught your first trout or shot of the water.
Wild ducks; a camping trip ought to be left to rare—now you may number them.
your first moose than the day you through the thickets.
cleaned up a few thousand dollars skitter down stream.
his superior judgment. He knows You will find, a kindly welcome and
woods.
in Wall street.
You’ll have endless
Sharp, quick turns keep you on |where the best fishing and hunting good company in the Maine
material for reminiscences.
the alert as the canoe glides from is.
Many of these guides
have Everybody is willing to give friend
Come to the woods
This vast playground of lakes and one torrent to another—sudden des leased some of the best fishing and ly counsel.
woods extends from the international cents from pitch to pitch down a hunting grounds where they have and get a taste of the real joys of
boundry to the Atlantic seaboard. It ruined, winding stairway. The waterl built permanent camps. These camps, outdoor life.—Board of Trade Jour
covers 20,000 square miles; 5,000 dances and sings, foams and frets, |have proved so attractive that they j nal.
Every foot of are established all over Maine. But,'
streams flow through it; 1,521 lakes dashes and roars.
the way must be carefully chosen; if the idea of “ roughing it” does n o t!
are concealed amid the trees.
WINTER TENNIS PROMINENT
No other tract of country of the now close to the steep bank where appeal to you, do not let that deter
same extent on the American con the bushes o’erhang; now in wind you from a vacation in the woods.
Pinehurst, N. C.,
tinent is so well watered, so well ing stream among huge pointed There is this about Maine— that it
January 17, 1914.
rocks.
supplied with lakes and streams.
is, in fact, all things to all men. It
Indicative of the prominence of win
Push your canoe slowly up one of is literally a case of paying
Here is a fish and game terri
your ter tennis is the annual Pinehurst Mid
tory absolutely unparalleled in Amer these narrow waterways till a wider money and taking your choice. There winter Handicap January 26 to 31, in
Get out your are very many men and women of clusive, are the dates selected and the
ica.
In the Maine waters are op pool lies before you.
Let the flies fall lightly, limited means who would love
portunities for fishing that are tackle.
to trophies offered for events including
See
how taste the delights of the wilderness men’s singles and doubles, women's
truly prodigal.
Whether you be caressingly, invitingly.
angler, canoeist or hunter, the lakes quickly the answer comes—two swift, if they felt that they could afford singles and doubles, and mixed doubles,
and woods of Maine will afford grat golden splashes out of the depths of it.
The Maine Central
Railroad area lavish array. An innovation of
All! those square- has canvassed the hotels,
ification for every reasonable desire. the sleeping pool.
farms, the present season is challenge cups

WHETHER YOU BE ANGLER, CANOEIST OR HUNTER, THE LAKES AND WOODS OF MAINE W ILL AFFORD GRATIF ICATIONS
FOR EVERY REASONABLE DESIRE.

Throughout this vast stretch of tailed red spots!
What thorough boarding cottages and camps and
dense forest, broken only by the bred fighting pluck they
show! has issued a pamphlet—“ Vacation
waterways, the priceless delights of They are indeed a pair of beauties, Board
and
Summer Tours
In
j outdoor life in the woods may be en- evenly matched in weight and splen Maine” —which shows that board
|joyed to completion.
Many come dor, gleaming with rich hues of may be obtained for as low as $6 a
to enjoy the rapture of solitude and orange and green and peacock blue week.
Rales range all the
way
! simple living.
The means of en- and crimson.
from this sum to as much as you
|joyment are endless.
Exploration,
For $10 or $12 per
Pitch your tent on the shore; care to pay.
for instance, is full of
surprising chop fir branches for a bed and week good accommodations may be
|pleasures.
You will find in
this
settle down in comfort for the night. obtained.
Imagine yourself in a canoe, creep Your supper will be cooked in the wilderness hotels that are as luxur
ing along some forest-edged lake for ! open air and eaten by firelight. Once ious as those of the famous South
miles and every now and then steal you experience the delight of this ern re|prts.
For the
lakes and
ing into some little hay where the kind of a life, no other
vacation woods of Maine offer all the twen
deer feed on the grasses and
the will have charm for you.
Do you tieth-century comforts to those who
water lilies.
Trails, lines of blaz doubt it?
Just ask the man who demand them; hot and cold baths,
ed trees, leads through woods fra has been “ down in Maine.”
telegraph, telephone, gas and elec
grant with balsam spruce to some
W e have said that Maine is dis tric lights, golf links, tennis courts,
new lake or stream.
shops
tinctly a “ fishing country.”
There’s ballrooms, orchestra, barber
This wilderness is as wildly fair
reason.
Its lakes and streams, nat l and daily newspapers.
M C K E N Z IE T R A D IN G
C O . as when the wigwams of the AbeAt these huge modern hotels you’ll
urally prolific, are kept so
well
nakis were hidden among its virgin
Phillips, Ms.
stocked by the fish and game au see elderly men taking a ‘constitu
thorities that they are practically tional’ on the wide verandas. Groups
inexhaustible.
Although thousands cf matrons playing bridge or gossip
Catches by the neck or body in
stead of the feet, killing instantly
of trout, togue, bass and other game ing over their embroidery; and gaily
without injuring the pelt. A hu
fish are taken from her waters every dressed girls and well-groomed young
mane feature that is very com 
03 On
mendable; BESIDES IT S A V E S
year, they are restocked with hun men playing golf on green lawns.
E V E R Y FUR FOR THE T R A P 
o
<
across the
P E R . The only trap ever co n 
dreds of thousands of “ fry”
and Little launches dash
OC
structed with a DOUBLE T R IP
Locomotives with crowded
|“ fingerlings” by the Fish Commis lake.
ACTIO N , a bait trigger and a foot
pedal trip. An ideal trap for sav
sions, both State and National. Pullmans draw into little stations
ing furs o f mink, skunk, " c o o n ” ,
etc. T here is no escape, the trap
These are largely bred in the waters not far away.
per gets every pelt.
of the lakes where their
parents
Luxurious living is as common in
H I VI C brings illustrated Guide
were horn.
No wonder the fishing this wilderness as it is at fashion
UI " I t giving the first time in
print the treasured secrets o f the
is always good in the Pine Tree able watering places. You can have
wisest old trappers in this country.
I t’s worth dollars to you.
State.
a glorious time at these hotels with
It is a law of the State of Maine out over exertion. The social life will
that those who camp and build fires appeal to you.
You will meet your
in the wild lands of the State shall kind of people.
Thanks to
the
employ a guide licensed for such comfort and convenience of modern
work.
It is the intent of this law travel by rail, you may leave New
tRAPPERS’ SUPPLY GO.,
Box W,
OAR PARK, ILL.
to protect the camper and the York or Boston in a parlor or
property of the State—her valuable ! sleeping-car and be transported to
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which must be won in three tourna
ments before ownership can be ob
tained.
1 he Country Club tennis program al
so includes women’s singles, scheduled
for February 18, 19 and 20, with a sim
ilar event for men on February 25; 26
and 27.
"1he arnual Club Championship which
occupies the full week from March 9 to
14, rounds out the season, the events
including men’s and women’s singles,
mixed and men’s doubles.

Doesn’t This Prove
ITS T R U E WORTH?
L. Decker & Son of Clinton, Maine,
write us this:
“ We commenced selling “ L. F.”
Atwood’s Medicine in 1868.
There
are not many days when we do
not sell from one to three bottles.”
Clinton is NOT a big city.
It’s
only one of hundreds of places where
even a bigger demand exists all the
time.
The reason?
“ L. F.” Atwood’s
Medicine, for over 60 years, has af
forded relief from stomach troubles,
biliousness, constipation and
liver
complaints.
Try it to-day—he benefitted
convinced.

and

35 cents Big Bottle. Free sample.
“ L. F.” Medicine Co., Portland, Me.
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NEW PRESIDENT OF
FISH AND GAME ASS’N

WHAT TO DO
WITH THE DEER

ing of the committee, which will be of apples were produced in 1910 than
back of his forelegs. Well done, as
held in the fish and game commis were produced in 1900 in this sec
this was the first fox for both man and
sioner’s rooms at the state-house, tion.
Our money is being sent to
dog.
Boston, on Wednesday.
Immediate the Pacific coast to pay for fruit
George Curtis and John Redding,
action is necessary, for the last day produced there.
Either the
state
Robert J. Hodgson of this city who both noted fox hunters, while hunting
in which such bills can be present should have a,, game preserve of its was recently elected president of the with Mr. Curtis’ hound one day recent
ed is Saturday, the 17th.
The own or it should give the hunter Maine Sportsmen’s Fish and Game As ly, came upon the dog at a hole where
members of this subcommittee are what is wanted and protection
for sociation, is believed to be the right he had driven the fox in. Mr. Redding
Messrs. Bowles, Graham, Miller, Ladd the fruit growers.
The latter will man in the right place. He has been thought he would investigate by put
and Rowley.
fight as long as they live for im intensely interested in game matters in ting his arm into the hole full length,
The meeting at the league head provement.
|Maine for many years and has a thor- and very quickly Mr. Fox grabbed his
quarters was called to order by Chair
Mr. Stiles of South Deerfield ad-! ou&h knowledge of conditions, says the finger and did not break its hold until
man Graham at 11 o’clock and John vocated a longer open season and |Lewiston Sun.
John drew him to the surface of the
“ He is one o f the charter members i ground as rapid as possible, where both
The present deer law of this state A. Sclieuerle was appointed secre said that under the present law the
An expression was
first deer were not entirely protected, for of the famous William Tell Hunting men and hound ended the days of an
■was declared inadequate at a meet tary.
ing of various associations interest asked from those who favored the unscrupulous men continually hunted Club, and has been the secretary and other red.
John had only one finger on the hand
ed in the deer problem at the head-1 law remaining as it is and P. T. them and were in many cases never treasurer ever since it was organized.
quarters of the Hampden county im-,Jourey of Longmeadow responded by detected in their violation of the Incidentally he has been the song that he performed the trick with conse
provement league recently and steps i asking that the law be extended to law.
Miss Maude G. Phillips
of writer for the club on social occa quently the fox did not have as many
fingers to chew on as would have been
were taken which will probably re- include a closed season the
year this city and New York appealed for sions.
suit in concerted action before the round.'
He said that he was a lover protection for the deer on the ground j Mr. Hodgson is well versed on fish the case had it been Mr. Curtis who did
Legislature to have a law passed; ° f Nature and could see no great that their slaughter reacted upon j and Kame> knows the fields and in a ; the job. However, Mr. Redding says
apon which all shall have agreed. J harm that the deer do.
The present the men who engaged in it.
She general way the topography of the it will be George’s turn to pull out the
This result was not obtained with-; method of killing indiscriminately said that it would eventually mean state, and is skilled with the rifle. He next one. It is said that Messrs. Cur
out considerable difficulty, however, was cruel and if it were necessary the degeneration of their descend is heartily in accord with many of the tis and Redding have brought in eight
as all parties “were very much in- j to get rid of the deer he hoped they ants.
She said that from investiga sentiments expressed the other day in foxes thus far.
Emerson P. Bartlett.
terested in the question and appar would be exterminated by experts tions she had found that descendants relation to game reforms, but also has
some
additional
views
which
will
be
ently no two held the same views as [ with high-power rifles,
of butchers were so affected.
She
H U N D R E D -M IL E T R O L L E Y
L IN E
to what should be done. All were
Cyrus Miller of Haydenville
next also advocated the offering of a given to the public later.
T H R O U G H AROOSTOOK W IL D 
Mr. Hodgson has been paymaster at
agreed that the present law did not spoke in favor of an absolute open prize for the best method of keeping
ERNESS W IL L DEVELOP
the Continental mills in Lewiston for
satisfy conditions, but when it came|season
year round, because the deer off the farmers’ lands.
RIC H C O U N T R Y .
23 years. ’ ’
to constructive measures there was j deer damage orchards and the damF. H. Rowley of the society for the
Maine Woods congratulates
the
disagreement between the farmers ( aSes that are recovered from
the prevention of cruelty to animals was
and fruit growers on one side and siats are entirely inadequate.
Mr. the next speaker, and he did much Maine Sportsmen’s Fish and Game As
Construction of the one hundred-mile
sociation on their selection of a gentle- electric railroad through Aroostook
those who wish to preserve the deer; Miller is one of the largest indivi- by his calm and fair discussion
to
on the other side.
At first it j diial fruit growers in the state and pave the way for the final action of man who is so seemingly well fitted for county forest wiiderness from Washlooked as though there would b e l sPoke from Pis own experience. We the meeting.
j burn we&tward, for which permission
He said the question this position.
•pen disruption, but Game Commis- are told to shoot the deer on sight, had been exaggerated on both sides.
! to build has just been granted by the
sioner George H. Graham, who pre- ke said, but we do not have time to He stood for protection of the deer, DECIDES THAT ANIMAL IS NOT A ! railroad commissioners of Maine, is of
sided in the absence of the presi-Hay m wait for them.
Under, the but at the same time protection for
BOB CAT.
great importance to Maine, not only
dent of the league, Horace A. Moses, i present law the deer are protected the farmer, and he said that wild
because it is part of a great transconpoured oil on the troubled waters and
weeks and t^e 52d week men go animals could not exist if they conThe State Commission of Inland Fish- tinental system, and will create new
reminded the men that nobody could I ou^ and shoot them with the lust to tinued to do damage to agriculture. |eries and Game received by express the business in that way. but also because,
expect to secure all he wished and Rill, injure, maim and wound. In a As for killing the deer, he urged |skin of a fur bearing animal with a let- via the Bangor & Aroostook railroad,
that the meeting was expressly for |complete open season there would that it be done humanely and not as ter accompanying from S. E. Cox, it will furnish an all-rail outlet for the
the purpose of compromising on some n°t be
desire and at the same at present, when irresponsible people town treasurer of Robbinston, asking richest lumber tract in New England,
workable basis that a united front time the numbers would be
kept fill the woods.
He added that he the commissioners to determine if the will transport supplies and products to
might be presented to the Legisla- down.
He spoke very vigorously stood for an extension of the open animal was entitled to the bounty, and from a region that is fabulously
tyre.
and was interrupted time and again season.
which is paid for bob cats. Chairman |rich in water-power and fertile farm
The result was that after three! with applause and expressions
of
of the Commission J. S. P. H. Wilson i lands.
The road will pass almost
Among those who attended
the
hours’ discussion a committee was aPProvak
and Thomas A. James, curator of the \ wholly through a wilderness, After
meeting were F. N. Fay of Chicopee
appointed which was representative! F. H. Coolbroth of Brimfield said
museum, made a careful examination |leaving Washburn, it passes through
Falls, B. H. Adams of this city, R.
•f all the organizations present, and that Hie deer had never accomplished
of the skin, comparing it with the skins i Wade and Portage Lake, and does not
F. Clark of Westfield, F. T. Jourey
full discretion was left in their hands. any UB<?ful purpose and there was
of other small fur bearing animals in j strike another settlement until it reachof Longmeadow, A. E. Bolton
of
This committee is composed of D r . ao economic reason for their existhe museum, and gave the opinion that es the Province of Quebec. In the
Russell, F. H. Coolbroth of Brim
Francis H. Rowley of the Massachu-1tence.
He cited cases of damage
the animal was not a bob cat, although j 78 miles, the road will cross the Allefield, C. W. Atwater of Agawam, C.
setts society for the prevention of done by the animals.
E. S. Butin many ways the resemblance is close, j gash at the foot of Long Lake on a
E. Stiles of South Deerfield, repres
That the skin was from species of cat j bridge 25 feet in height. From the
cruelty to animals, Henry L. Bowles, terfield of Brimfield then spoke upon
enting the local sportsmen’s assoc
representing the Massachusetts fish the object of the meeting and urged
there could be no doubt, and the opin- Allegash to the St. John, it runs northiation; G. P. Hatch of this city,
ion was that the cat was a cross be- j west, and at Township 12, Range 15,
and game league; George Ladd, of a compromise, i He summed up the
game warden; Cyrus Miller of Hay
tween a bob cat and a house cat or else Icrosses on a 40 foot trestle.
Sturbridge, representing the state situation very accurately and said
denville, Addison Smith of
West
That portion of the new road in
grange, of which organization he i s 1that the present law was inadequate
a coon cat with odd markings. The
Springfield, a member of the Hamp
chairman of the executive commit- and it was the object of the meettail of the skin sent in was long, and Maine will require about 1600 acres of
den county improvement league; H.
tee; George H. Graham, Springfield j ing to arrive at a common working
bob cals have very short tails and the land for right of way, and will cost
L. Frost of Arlington, president of
fish and game association; H.
L. ’ agreement.
He said that now any
stripes on the back of the specimen $3,300,000 to build. Tne two big
the Massachusetts fruit growers’ as
bridges across the St. John and AlleFrost of Arlington, Boston chamber ‘‘Tom, Dick or Harry,’ ’ could go out
are entirely lacking on bob cats.
sociation, and also representative of
____________________
i
|gash will cost $40,000 and $80,000 re• f commerce representative;
Cyrus in the open season and shoot deer
the agricultural committee of the
i spectively. All preliminaries will have
Miller, Massachusetts fruit growers’ when they had become so tame that
Boston chamber of commerce; Geo. DURGIN WINNER OF THE SHOOT- been attended to this winter and next
association; A. R. Jenks, Hampden they herded with the cattle and it
OFF FOR FOURTH PLACE.
H. Graham of the fish and game
|spring will see the beginning of the
county league; Prof. W. W. Chenno- was a wrong condition of affairs.
commission, F. S. Eaton of this j
Iconstruction of the longest electric railworth of the Massachusetts agricul
C. W. Atwater of Agawam
urged
city, representing the fish and game I At the Miles Standish Rifle club i road ever Duiit jn Maine, and, since the
tural college; C. W. Atwater
of that the deer be exterminated merci
commission; S. H. Lee of
this range last week, Austin B. Durgin won construction of the Bangor & AroosAgawam, E. S. Butterfield of Brim fully and as quickly as possible. He
city, ex-president of the International the shoot-off for fourth place in the took, the biggest piece of railroad work
field, George E. Taylor, state board told of his own experience while in
college; E. W. Oatley of this city, Fraternity match, which was shot some of any kind in the state.
• f agriculture.
They held a meet the nursery business In Connecticut
member of the Hampden county im time ago, at which time Durgin, L. F.
The country to be opened is expected
ing immediately and elected H. L. and said that he had been forced to
provement league; H. L. Bowles of Corthell and C. M. Foss were tied for to rival the rapid and extensive devel
Bowles chairman and Mr. Jenks sec leave that state because the deer
this city, L. W. Rice of Wilbraham, fourth position.
opments of Millinocket. Land values
retary.
They then appointed
a made it impossible for him to con
The shoot-off was a close one beG. C. Seavey of this city, editor of
subcommittee which will draw up a duct his business.
He did not wish the New England Homestead; T. w . ! tween Durgin and Corthell, the former have already gone up, lists of owners
tentative bill and report at a meet- i to go through the same experience Leete of this city, member of the ! winning by a margin of two. C. M. of land along the new right of way
have been secured, water powers have
(in his new home.
James P. Hatch.
Hampden county improvement lea Foss was but nine points behind, and been inspected and sites of proposed
! game warden, made the poipt that
gue; A. S. Crane of this city, Ralph was a dangerous opponent until the towns roughly fixed upon.
under the present law the farmers Ely of Holyoke, Miss Phillips
of last few minutes of the shoot.
have an open season all the year,
The scores were: Durgin 615: Cor
this city, George Ladd of Sturbridge,
HARTLAND
GRANGE
A G A IN S T
|for they can shoot any deer doing
representing the state grange; Dr. F. thell, 613: Foss, 606.
damage to their property. He also H. Rowley of Boston, representing
S C E N IC R O U T E S FOR M A INE..
By winning this shoot-off Durgin be
said that just damages were paid the society for the prevention of comes the possessor of a handsome
by the state in the great majority cruelty to animals; T. J. Putnam of hunting knife.
The Hartland grange is the latest
of cases and cited examples from this city, E. S. Butterfield of Brim
organization of the Maine Patrons
his own experience to sustain his field, J. A. Scheuerle of this city,
THIRTY-FOUR FINE PICKEREL.
of Husbandry to register an emphatic
point.
Mr. Bolton of Russell said secretary of the Hampden
county
protest against the plan of the
it was impossible to grow fruit under improvement league; A. R. Jenks of
A party of Augusta fishermen in state highway commission to expend
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________
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H. L. Frost, president of the Massa
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- ____________________
resolutions follow;
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Whereas, the highway commission
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Washington Cuun* y
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.35
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her folks were all in the woods and
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Maine Woods Ads. Pay Best Be
called Harry Tibbetts, her nearest
country. I T P A Y S T 9
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IN neighbor who quickly responded to the
You
cause it Reaches the People
J. W B R A C K E T T CO., one of the best in the
Figures by the United States census
alarm and quickly ended the battle by
M A IN E WOODS. LOW AD V E R
T ry it.
Phillips.
Maine. office show that 500,000 less bushels
putting a bullet through reynard just W an t for Customers.
T I S I N G RA TES-

Reach Decision to Draft Law Ac
ceptable to Both Orchardists and
Sportsmen and Carry it
before Legislature.

FAMOUS
BACKWOODS
FAIRY TALES
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“GEORGE” WILL PULL
OUT THE NEXT ONE

MAINE WOODS, PHILLIPS, MAINE, JANUARY 22, 1914

Where To Go

In Maine

Lake Parlin House and Camps
Are delightfully situated on shore o f Lake
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to Rangeley
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for automo
biles being a distance of 122 miles each way.
Lake Parlin and tne 12 out ponds in the
radius of four miles furnish the best o f fly
fishing the whole season The house and
camps are new and have all modern conven
iences, such as baths, gas lights, open rock
fireplaces, etc. The cuisine is unexcelled.
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, m oun
tain clim bing automobiling, etc.
H. P. M cK EN N EY, P ro p rie to r,

W rite for booklet.

YO R K C A M P S ,
RANGELEY, MAINE

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.
F IS H I N C

Jackm an, Maine

plans are completed they will prove
of great benefit both to the Maine
Central and to the business interest
of Maine as a whole.
TRAPSHOO TERS

POOL

O P IN IO N S

AT

John 6arville’s Camps
at S p rin g Lake
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout- My camps
are most charmingly situated on the shores o f
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
purest of spring water and the table is first-class,
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
streams and ponds are abundance o f brook trout.
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
summer resort. Telephone communications with
Milage and doctor. References furnished. Terms
reasonable. A ddressfor full particulars,
JOHN CARVILLE, Flagstaff, Me.
S A D D LE BA C K L A K E CAM PS.
In the
R angeley R egion. Booklet.
Hem on S. Blackwell, Dallas, Maine

J IM P O N D G A M P S

IN DEAD RIVER REGION.
Good fishing. Three miles buckboard
road. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write
for booklet.
M. M. GREEN & BROS.,
Jim Pond Camps,
Eustis, Me.

WEST END
HOTEL
H. M. CASTNER, Prop’r.
Portland,
Maine
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
Maine vacationists, tourists and sport-3
men. All farm, dairy products, pork
and poultry from our own farm, enabl
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables,
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
American plan. Send for circular.
Camps at Long
Pond.
Ma n y
out-lying ponds,
S. C- HARDEN,
Rangeley, Maine

FISHING
Write

MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
AND LOG CAMPS.
Heart o f the Rangeleys. Best fishing region.
Special June and September rates. Booklet.
MRS. F. B. BURNS.

Much interesting data has come from
the postal card canvass instituted by
the Interstate Association for the Pro
motion of Trapshooting to ascertain
the views of the trapshooters of the
United States on various subjects. Be
fore making any changes in the rules
for 1914’s registered tournaments the
Association requested the opinions of
the 7,000 shooters who went to the fir
ing line in registered meets last year.
Here are the questions and a compila
tion of the answers received:
Are you in favor of changing the
standard distance for target shooting
from 16 yards to 18 yards?
928 Yes
1925 No
Are you in favor of restricting loads
tor target shooting to 8 drams bulk, or
the equivalentin dense powder, and
1 1-8 oz., of shot?
1423 Yes
1385 No
Are you in favor of making the regu
lation distance for throwing targets
not less than 55 yards nor more^than 65
yards?
1313 Yes
• 1379 No
Are you in favor of letting conditions
remain as they are?
* 1405 Yes
965 No
Suggestions made as follows:
Throw targets 45 to 60 yards
58
Reduce price of ammunition and do
away with professionals
56
Use handicaps at all tournaments 40
Restrict loads to 3 drams of powder
and 1 1-4 oz., of shot
33
Hold gun below elbow until call of
12
“ Pull”
12
Use smaller gauge guns
10
Use smaller targets
Classify shooters
9
7
Throw targets at varying heights
3
Change division of moneys
H U N T IN G

THE

BISON

DEAD R IV E R REGION

The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
section Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F.
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.

Edmonton, v A lta.,—John Leduc, a
French-Canadian fur trapper, believed
to be the first white man to hunt big
game in the interior of the Hay River
district, who has come to Edmonton,
to dispose of his two years’ catch in the
OUANAN1CHE LODGE.
Grand Lake S tream , W ash in g ton Co., Me. north country, reports the existence of
W orld wide known for its famous fishing, a small herd of bison, northwest of
vacation and hunting country.
N orw a y Pines House and Camps, Dobsis Lake Beaver Hills, inside the Arctic circle.
Most attractive situation in Maine. G ood
auto road to lodge. Plenty storage capacity for The feeding grounds for the animals is
machines. From there one can take steamer to rolling prairie with clumps of timber
any part o f the latte territory. T he best hunt
ing. fishing and vacation section o f beautiful here and there.
Here is the story of
W ashington Co. Address for particulars W . G.
ROSE, Manager, Princeton. Me.. Dec. 1st to the discovery of the bison in his own
April 1st.
words.
“ While making a long trip over the
RANGELEY LA KE S
Camp Bemis. The Birches, The Barker. W rite country to the north and west of Bea
fo r free circular.
ver Hills in the summer of 1912, having
CAPT. F. C. B A RKER, Bemis. Maine.
wintered in the Clear Hills the year be
V IA RUMFORD FALLS
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly fore, 1 went into new territory to do
fishing begins about June 1. Send for circular. some trapping, but it did not look good
House always open. JOHN CHADW ICK & CO.,
to me for fur so I started back. Then
Upper Dam, Maine.
,
I came upon the buffalo. There were
BELGRADE LAKES, MAINE.
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in New not many, about 12 or 15 in the herd.
England. Best black bass fishing in the world, They were feedirtg in a little ^coulee
bsst trout fishing in Maine.
when I came upon them over the
CHAS. N. HILL & SON. Managers.
ridge.
RAN GELEY LAKES.
“ The minute they got wind of me
Bald Mountain Camps are situated at the foot
o f Bald Mountain in a good fishing section. they stampeded, but I saw enough to
Steamboat accommodations O. K. Telephone
connections at camps. Two mails daily. Write know that they were real buffalo, and
for free circulars to
later on in the winter, about 40 miles
AMOS ELLIS. Prop’ r.,
Bald Mountain,
Maine
from the point where I saw them the
CHASE POND CAMPS. Now is the previous summer, I came upon the
time to plan your 1914 outing. Why tracks of what must have been a large
not take a trip to the real Pine Woods? herd. This was right in the Beaver
Camps reached same day from Boston.
Good trout fishing, mountain climbing, Hills and not a great distance from the
boating, canoeing. Good log cabins. end of mv trapping line. Although I
Rates reasonable. Write for booklet. j watched every time I was over in that
GUT CH ADOURNE. Prop.,
Bingham, Maine
: part of the territory, I did not come up
on the animals.”
Rumors are afloat, since the an
Thompson Seton and several other
nouncement that the Maine Central noted explorers who have been in Al
Railroad will consummate a $10,000,- berta’s hinterland, firmly believe that a
000 deal with the Boston & Maine herd of buffalo is still to befojnd somewhereby the road will become
a I where in this territory, and from time
State of Maine road under the man |to time hunters and trappers have come
agement of a board of directors com i out from the north country with tales
posed largely of Maine men, that of such a herd, but Leduc is the first
the Maine Central may negotiate for ! man to come to Edmonton and put him
control of the Bangor & Aroostook, self on record as actually seeing such
the only line in Maine of consequence animals. “ I am certain,” he said with
that is an independent system. It emphasis, “ that the animals I saw
is believed by some prominent rail were buffalo and not musk ox or wood
road men that if the contemplated buffalo, which are to be found in the

north right inside the Arctic circle.”
During the two years Leduc spent in
the north country he was alone for al
most the entire time, and covered, as
closely as he can estimate_about 300
square miles. Leaving Peace river
crossing, he went up the Peace river,
as far as the mouth of ^the Cadotte riv
er and across country, wintering his
first winter in the Clear Hills.
Although he covered much territory
and did much successful trapping, Ledue could not say anything regarding
the mineral possibilities of the country,
as he had not any knowledge of prospecting. West of the Beaver Hills,
close to the Hay river, 40 miles from
where it rises in the Three Hay lakes,
Leduc says there is a long stretch of
fine rolling country, with scattered
stretches of timber, but as he did not
find it good trapping ground, he did not
penetrate further in the Hay river dis
trict.
Leduc, was born in the hinterland
and has passed all his life north of the
54th parallel, will return to his trap
line after visiting friends of his boy
hood days in Edmonton and other parts
of Alberta.
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